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Plenty Fun At Zoo, But Just Day For it

AT THE ZOO — The first
thing that greets the Zoo-goer
on Thursdays, the one day for
Negroes, is the big sign seen
here where the three buddies
stand resting after an exciting
tour through the tax-support,
ed zoo. Last week two separate groups urged that Negroes

be given more at the zoo.
North Memphis Interracial
Council and speakers for the
Ministers - Citizens League
spoke out on the need for more
time for Negroes at the City.
owned zoo. Most Negro par.
ents who would like to personally show their children

about the zoo are working on
Thursdays and since o nly
whites can use the zoo on Sundays, many never have the
pleasure of enjoying the z 00
with their youngsters. Upper
left, Rev. J. A. McDaniel, Urban League secretary, takes
over for little Charles Roder-

Irk Williams, of 590-B S. Lauderdale, who wanted to feed
the giraffe but backed down
at the last minute when the
longneck fellow came o•e r.
Right are four Douglass teachers, who along with nine otisers from their school, w e r•
playing chaperone to 500 grade

school youngsters. From left
are: Mrs. Mildred Brady, Mrs.
LaVera Watkins, Mrs. Rose
Carolyn Murphy and Mrs. Bet.
ty F. Chisnt. You can bet it
was something of an effort for
them to put on these smiles because they were just about
ready to start rounding all the

children, checking off nameS
to make sure none got left
behind. Lower left Mrs. Frank
Lewis snaps photo of h e r
daughter Caille Lewis and
Mrs. Blanche Boone. Parents
who can't get to the zoo on
Thursdays miss out' on this
pleasure. And last but not

least, are two who have had
their fill of the zoo for one
day. You can't tell it so good
because of the pacifier, but
Harry Victor Williams, 7 mos.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Williams, of 1001-C Peach st.,
was, to put In mildly, a bit
unhappy. As for his buddy,

Tilton Tyrone McDaniel, 11
months, son of Mr. and Mn.
Clarence McDaniel, of 1001-D
Peach, and this is extremely
mildly put, this fellow has
become unconcerned, altos,.
ther. There's plenty fun at the
zoo, if you can just make it
the day you can get IL (New
son Photos)

ilaeanawilp Awards—Bronze Queen Models

, CLEAN - UP CAMPAIGN PARADE Awards were presented
and Miss Josie Baldridge,
"Bronze Queen" of 1954, modeled two outfits given h e r
along with the title at an affair sponsored at the Vance

Avenue YWCA by the City
Beautiful Commission. At left
Miss Baldridge shows her twopiece traveling suit, a luggage
tan and yellow outfit, and
in the next view, an attractive
after five. Upper right Frank

V to, right, presents Princifor High; Mrs. Bernice Rib.
pal E. L. Washburn, of Linbier, for the Orange Mound
coln school, awards won In the
Civic club; Mrs. Rosie M. Nurclean-up campaign. Mr. Vito
rell, of Klondyke school, and
was campaign treasurer. OthPrincipal C. M. Heard, of
ers accepting awards a r e
Leath school. Cleanup parade
Frank Davis, for Porter Jun- ,

trophies are accepted in low.
er right by Mrs. Jana Porter,
Center, for Booker T. Washington's band, and Mrs. Ester
Chambers, for the Manassas
lligb band. (Newson Photos)

1,)

SMILES ON FACES of these Bennett College students,
N.C., stem from the same source—the approaching date forGreensboro.
closing of
the academic year. From left to right are Jacqueline McAlister,
Kingstree, S. C.; Wilhelma Gatewood, Gary, W. Va., and Shirley
Johnson,
Summit, N.C.
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Watkins-Wilson Vows To Be Spoken
In Historic St. Mary's Cathedral

SOCIETY
Merry
Goaouricil

Historic St. Mary's Cathedral
The wedding will take place at
will be the setting for an out-16 in the evening at the Cathestanding wedding June 6, when dral which is a Memphis landMiss Emogene Annette Watkins mark. The Rev. St. Julian A.
Simpkina, jr., rector of Emmanpledges her vows to L. Alexan- uel Episcopa
l church will officider Wilson. Presaging social in- ate,
terest throughout the Mid-South WEDDING PARTY
and points North and East are
Miss Marilyn Watkins will atthe plans for the ceremony an- tend her sister
as maid of honor.
nounced by the bride-elect.
Bridesmaids will be Mrs. Edward
Miss Watkins is the daughter of Poole, of Springfield, Mass., the
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Wat- former miss Dorthea Collins,
kins, and Mr. Wilson is the son Miss Grace Collins and Mrs.
of Mrs. James Wilson of De- Thomas Collins, all cousins of
troit. Mich. and the late Mr. WU- the bride-elect.
son.
0. Bernard Johnson will attend

By Marjorie L Ulen

Mr. Wilson as best man. Groomsmen and ushers will include the
bride-elect's brother, Lt. Thomas
H. Watkins, jr., John H. Sentstacke and Russell J. Cowans of
Chicago, III.; William F. Nabors,
John Ft. Arnold, J. A. McDaniel, Lewis 0. Swingler, Thomas
J. Collins and Henry Alston.
The wedding reception will be
held at 236 S. Wellington at.

Fried Chicken
Is Bride's
Best Friend

Any month is the month for meeting the following guests were
marrying. . .according to present I presented to the members: Eld'ors
day statistics.
.but all nature Alexander, Sarah Dixon, Marilyn
conspires to speed those darts of Tucker, Alice Gilchrist and Mary
Cupid more surely to their mark Cotton. Following a lively game
in springtime, season of rushing of bridge, emerging winners were
Fried chicken is the best friend
brooks, mating birds and budding members Lytia McKinney, Lillian
of many a bride who wants to imblossoms. Small wonder that sev- Newman and Louise Ward and
press her husband with her cookeral of Memphis' loveliest dam- guest Sarah Dixon.
ing ability.
'S.
sels hays succumbed to the ageHere's a recipe:
old lure. .attested by the dates
THREE C'S FETED AT TON31
/
2 pound frying chicken, cut
set for the scores of weddings EY'S INN.
.soft music, soft
in eight pieecs
and receptions in our midst.
, light, sparkling champagne and
•• •
,4 cup all-purpose flour
I gay chatter was the setting last
2 teaspoons salt
STOCKTON•MCVOY NUPTIALS [Wednesday when members beckMembers of Kappa Alpha Psi Miss Loyce LaVerne Rogers and
'1-4 teaspoon paprika
Recent bride Delores Stockton oned the bid of Martha Anderson.
and their Silhouette entertained Larry James Hill; Miss Mary
La cup salad oil
was complimented with two out- 'LaVerne Acey, lucky as always,
with a buffet supper Wednes- Cole and Roosevelt Pennion; Miss
Single chicken over the direct
standing parties the week preced- walked away with the first prize
day night, May 23, at Universal, Ernestine Davis and William
flame of the top burner, remove
ing her brilliant wedding to Fred- — a lovely white wool stole. SecLounge, complimenting the debu- Tyus; Miss Jervita Lois Edwards
pinfeathers, wash and dry. Cornerick McVoy of Chicago. Brides- ond prize, a lovely hand-molded
tantes of 1956, who made their and Thomas Kilpatrick;
Miss
Lois
flour, salt, pepper and pap'bine
paste
Bisque China bon-bon dish
maids Elsie and Theodora Robformal bows to Memphis society J. Frazier, Miss June Billops and
rika. Roll each piece of chicken
inson, Katie Jean
at the recent Kappa debutante Miss Martel Coleman.
Williams, and compote was won by Mattie
in flour mixture until well coated.
Yvonne Exum and NIattie Fugh's E. Homes. Helen Sawyer receivball.
Highlight of the evening was the Meanwhile, heat salad oil in baked
delicate pair of Bisque budYellow and red, the official col- program presented by
linen shower Monday night at Orseveral of ing pan large enough to allow
ors of the fraternity, predominat- the debs which displaye
leans hotel drew scores of friends vases for the third prize. Juanita
d the di- chicken pieces to lie flat, in hot
. .and we hear that hilarity and I Arnold, guest of the hostess, was
ed the color scheme of the dec- ersified talents of the
group. oven (400 degrees) about 10 min
given
orations
a Bisque China cigarette
for the lovely affair which Among the features
gaiety was the keynote of thej
was an instru- utes. Lay chicken in hot salad
included magnolia leaves a n d mental
whole beautiful affair. So often • set. Other members present were
solo by Miss June Billops, oil, skin side down.
spring flowers. Delicious and beauthese fetes are very poignant and Ann Hall, Meryl Glover, Katie
a reading by Miss LaVerne RogBake uncovered 30 minutes;
Gillis
tifully
and
Laveria
prepared
Watkins.
food
sad. But Delores' excitement as
and punch ers, a solo by Miss Mary Cole,
turn chicken back 30 minutes longwere served, the punch bowls be- tap dancing
the great day drew near result- IN AND OUT OF TOWN
by Miss Martel Cole- er, or until chicken is well browning placed at both ends of a beau- man and a reading by Miss
ed in a calm of manner, poise
The Evader Rosses of Chicago
Jer- ed.
tifully
appointe
table.
d
and relaxation that was perplex- (she's the former Geneva Carthvita Edwards. Climax of the eve- This will make enough for four
Debutantes and their escorts at- ning was the singing
ing to the rest of us. . .especially ron) have returned home after a
of the Kap- servings, In a side dish serve
wattending were Miss Freddie M a e
following the rehearsal Saturday j brief stay visiting William Ross,
pa Sweetheart Song by the mem- ermelon rind or spicy peaches.
Green
Yarbrou
and
Eugene
gh;
evening and at the superb at fres- Evander's father. While here Habers of the fraternity.
For a much browner fried chickco rehearsal party tossed by Dr. zel Norman spearheaded 3 famKappas and Silhouettes present en, combine paprika with threeB. B. Martin and Walter Cul- ily gathering in their honor,
were: Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. fourths cup bread crumbs. Then
MR. AND MRS. JOHN E.
at Lelia Walker Clubhouse,
pepper. And. .let's pause here
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso CampAKA National Basileus Arnetta
Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Bennie , after rolling chicken in flour, dip
Strong,
jr.,
are
shown
about
Sunday,
May 20. The bride,
and digest the details of this Wallace spent several hours
bell and a member of the faBates, Mrs. William Paschall, sr., in milk, then in the bread crumbs.
beto cut their wedding cake at
the former Miss Ruthie
event.
culty of Melrose high school.
tween plane and train last SunMr. and Mrs. E. B. Abron, Mr. Proceed as above
wedding
their
receptio
held
n
Campbell
,
daughter
is
the
of
(Hooks
'Twat truly gala and fabulous day with Ruth and Ted BeauPhoto)
and Mrs. Floyd Campbell, Mr.
.the spacious brick-walled yard champ. Arnetta. . .alvvays on the
and Mrs. Robert Wynn, Mr. and
and well-designed barbecue area go...was returning from the KanMrs. L. R. Taylor, Mr and Mrs.
set off by velvety turf. . .the gra- sas City Confab of the National
W. P. Porter, Mr and Mrs. A.
cious charm and beauty of Dr. Pan Hellenic council — with
and Mrs. Thomas
atThe Orange Mound Ladies Pro- W. Willis, Mr.
•
B. B.'s home. . .the perfect set- tractive Bernice Calloway from
gressive club sponsored a delight- Bethel, Miss Jean Farris and
ting for this affair extraordinaire' our council and Nellie
Roulhac.
ful Mother's Day Party at the James Conyers, Jesse Turner, ElSucculent barbecue — all kinds formerly of Memphis and now of
residence of Mrs. A. M. Shep mer Henderson, Miss Cecelia Wiland verities. . .heavenly tossed Philliy .... and Bernice is there-.
lis, Thomas Willis and a guest,
hard on Carnes ave.
salad. .cocktail tidbits. .to ac- by able to fill you
in anent infor-, The Lelia Walker Clubhouse was tiny red rose in the center of each j Strong was attractively dressed
The program for the affair was Mrs. Sammie Lucas.
company the very best of 'pri. mation about
supervised by Mrs. Alberta Smith,
the Roulhacs and the setting for the lovely wedding cake, were set on each end of the in beige shantung.
sate stock' at the outdoor bar. Fi- Nell's meanderi
About 95 percent of Canada's
ngs for Jack and reception of 5liss Ruthie L. Camp- beautifully decorated table.
, Soft music was played by Miss who lived up to her reputation
nally, to bestow the proper blessbell
and John E. Strong, jr., Sun- RECEIVING LINE
for doing the unusual. Hines Bos- milk supply moves to market by ALSO—
Jill and the Delta sorority.
Ann
Suttles,
wearing
a
white
linen
3ng of the occasion, sparkling
day. May 20.
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
Mrs. Alphonso Campbell, mother .frock and Mrs. Aline McGuire well and Company served a menu
addition to vegetables
champagne. . ,of correst vintage, St. Louis was the mecca of soThe bride is the daughter of •
of the bride, received in beige who was dressed in light green considered to be a masterpiece tandckfruiinta.
cial
workers
last week end .. and Mr. and Mrs.
FANS
- PERCOLATORS
if you please. . .well-chilled in ,
Alphonso Campbell,
organdy with pink flowers scat- by
- those present.
crystal hollow-stemmed gobets. for Marion Johns the trip has i of 1228 Vollentine St. She is a shantung embossed with
The
highlight
of the delightful
VACUUM CLEANERS
tered over the background and
Attending were bridal party mem- double meaning—seeing her fain- I graduate of Manassas High school leaves. She wore beige accessories
event was congenial and gracious
and her corsage was of white Pink accessories.
bers, incuding Wilma Campbell, ily and participating in the delib- I and Lane college a member of
REBUILT VACUUM
Mrs. W. B. Meadow who substi
Matti. Fugh, Elsie and Theodora erations of the Conference, plus Delta Sigma Theta sorority and carnations. Mrs. JohnE. Strong, AMONG THE GUESTS
tuted for Mrs. S. A. Owen as
CLEANERS
II up
sr., mother of the groom, was
attendin
executiv
g
e
a
the
b
r
o
d
Among the many guests congrat- guest speaker,
Robinson, Yvonne Exum, Katie
an instructor in English at Melrose
attractively attired in navy blue ulating the
Jean Williams, Mrs. John Pow- meeting prior to the confab. Viv- High school.
happy couple were:
Mrs. W. L. Duby. of 231S Doug
shantung sheath with pink acces- Mr. and
Al Golan trol Gift
ell; best man Kenneth 5IcVoy of Ian Conley also trekked up f o r The groom is the son
Mrs. James Falls, Mr. lass, was hostess to the club on
Cosigii•Wieri
of Mr. and sories and a corsage of white car- and
meeting.
the
same
Mrs.
Chicago;
Claude
Strong,
groomsmen
Mr.
and
Marion
May
Mrs. John E. Strong, Sr., of Mill- nations, Others in
11,
which
marked
Itedissnair) ?clog
her
first
the receiving Mrs. Will Tyler, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnetta Kelso is back in town,
Smithson and Fred Bullard of
service as a n e w member.
ington, Tenn. He is a graduate of line were NIrs. Loraine
FINER* 11,1
Phillips, Ira Emery, Mrs, Ida Strong, Mrs.
Chicago, Leonard Campbell, Ray fresh from her recent conquests Barrels Chapel High
Pigki, Pig
Her menu was brightly compliLargos,
school and maid of honor, charming in a red
Cassiggs• TOOK, Ogg.
season.
.beginni
the
of
.
ng
at
Hot
Georgia
Bassion,
Thomas, Harold Galloway and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
mented
Lane
by
mg Isms. is
members
college,
a
present.
member
The
of
Alpha
frock
cotton
of
satin
Springs.
brocade and Theodore Strong, Mrs. Shorter
. .then on to the Links'
Robert Yarbrough; and ushers
climax of the meeting was the
Phi Alpha fraternity and a mem- Mrs. Addie J. Turner,
Lowest Prises Agiggs
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
who intro- and escort, Mrs. Delores Scott, dedicati
Harold Lewis and Howard Rob- meeting in Detroit and the Ken- ber of the faculty
Wr.is tsnC•iggps•
on of a number to the
of Geeter High duced guests to the line, wearing Mr,
Naturall
tucky
Derby.
y,
2268 Park Ave. - 33-8507
any
gathand Mrs. Percy Sanders, Mrs. hostess by Mrs. Smith and Mrs.
ertson. Also, Mary Elizabeth Robschool.
•
SPINE! MEIN MOANS
a pastel blue frock of pure silk Julia Pulliam,
ertson and Helen Shelby, organist ering, or city, livens up v,
Rev,
W.
M.
Richex.
Fields,
Open Nights
Pro* Parking
One who has heard these
An embankment of red a n d featuring a scooped
WASS. 5, 0. C. •
ATUKTA 3, GA,
emerges on the scene„ ,and we I
neckline, fit- Dr, H. Anderson, Howard Jack- ladies
•
and soloist,
77 Airiest., Si. S.W.
sign
can
certainly
apprewhite
gladioli
and
red carnations ted bodice and • gored skirt. Best son
hear that she took over society !
and children, Mrs. Barnetta ciate their special rendition of
Out-of-town guests included Mrs.
formed the background for the man for the wedding
was Frank Bridgeforth, Mrs. Louise Jones, "He'll Understand."
pages of Detroit's Chronicle newsFred Bullard, Mrs. Marion Smithreceivin
g
line
and
Phillips,
enhance
d
the
paper lock, stock and barrel.
Mrs. Izetta Bland, Mrs. Bessie
Plans were made for a tea to
son, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hill,
radiant beauty of the bride. The
Frappe was served by Mrs. De- Barket, Miss Josie
headlined, if YOU please, with the
Baynes, Mr. be held the third Sunday in June
sr., Mr. and Mrs. Homer Alexbride
was lovely in a ballerina lores Alexander, wearing a beige
caption "Links Meets Minks". . .
and Mrs. Gunter Mrs. Bessie at Mrs. Boswell's residence on Celander and Mrs. Issac Horton, all
length gown of white brocade satin shantung sheath accented
or vice versa. Anyhow, it spells
with Boyle, Mr. and Mrs, Faulkner, ia St.
of Chicago.
featuring the long torso. She wore pearl buttons and black
ithe same thing. Right now the Kelacces- Mr. and Mrs. C. Bonhart, jr., Mrs.
Mrs. E. F. Yarbrough, reportOther guests were Ann and Os- sos are hosts to Johnny's vivac- a single strand of pearl and pearl sories, and Miss Laura Pulliam,
Mary Steele, Mrs. Rosaline Hayes er.
earrings
,
car Simpson, Eddie Rideout, De- ious cousin, 011ie
Her
shoes
were
attired
in
vinylite
a
gown of blue taffeta, and mother, Mrs. Estelle
Mae Robinson
Morgan, The Mother's Sunshine Circle
lores Lewis, Jean Yarbrough, and her husband, Bob, who are with white satin and rhinestone princess styled.
Miss Geneva James, Mr. and Mrs. Springtime Rally was a huge
clips.
She carried a bouquet of GIFTS
Martha Galloway, Delphinia %ill- visiting from Chicago s suburbs.
DISPLAYED
Moore, Miss Ruthie Lee Gray success at St. Stephen BC church
red roses,
hams, Rev. and Mrs. D, S. Cun•••
Mrs. Gloria Rainey registered Mrs. L. \Vedder, Mr. Twigg, recently. Devotions were read by
ningham, Joseph Powell, Florida
GET WELL WISHES, . .bushels REFRESHMENT TABLE
the guests. The many gifts regist- I Frank Williams, Hugh Strong, Mrs. Channie Brown. The greetand Wilmer Stockton. .and beThe refreshment table was c-ov- ered
of them, . .are sent to Beatrice
Holmes and Miss Mary Col- ings and acceptance were given
were displayed by Miss Ger- Miss
.
lieve me, Florida looks every bit
en cloth adldi
n ane Pope, Miss Hazel Strong
Toles and Countess Peyton, both ered with a white linen
by Mrs. Hortense Crivens and
the sister of the clan. . .and the
of whom we're happy to hear are centered by a four tier wedding and Miss Helen Strong. The MissThe bride and groom are at Mrs. Lucy Brown, the latter of
flurry of last-minute details didn't
cake set in a circlet of fern
recovering from their recent
Bloomfield Baptist church.
es Strongs are sisters of t h e home at 264 West Burdock st.
perturb her the least — she cond.,
.er or toe groom. Miss Pope was particula
nesses. Mrs. Sarah White, for- leaves ThA
Taking part on the program
rtinued to be the carefree, gay
cake
was decorated with sugar ly
mer teacher, is not too well these
were Thelma Crivens, Minn is
attractiv
ely
attired
in
beige
and charming personality that en- days, and
bells and the third layer was
Cherry, Fannie Houston, Clara
to her, also, goes our
embossed cotton with gold and
dears her to her many friends. prayers
Becton, An abel Coatney, Rosie j
and best wishes. It is decorated with baby red roses brown leaves. The princess cut
Others were Dr. "Ike" and Neets good to
j
which
further carried out the red dress
Talley, Edna Dennis, Beula
see and hear that Mrs
was
topped
with
a
matching
Watson, Helen Cooke, the Thur- E. W. Irving has
and white color scheme. On each
Jackson, Cora Hudson, Irene Covimproved from
jacket with a peter pan collar.
man Northcrosses, D. J. Thom- her
ington, Ruby Rhodes and Susie
extended illness of the past I side of the beautiful cake was set She wore gold accessories. Miss
as, Rubye Gaddison, Dorris Bod- winter.
a large crystal punch howl from
Mayborn.
Helen Strong was charming in a
den and many others.
which frappe was served. CrystaI
• ••
"World Christian Service" was
blue shantung sheath with white
These festivities reached their
trays of individual cakes with a
the
theme of the address by Mrs.1
carnatio
ns,
I
IN
CLOSING
while
. . .LOCAL LINTS
Miss Hazel
climax in the outstanding marriage
NASHVILLE — Approximately L. S. Biles of Bloomfield Baptist
and reception of the following day , have sent out unique bids to their
200 graduating seniors participat- church. Topic discussions were
at Collins Chapel church and the annual endeavor with the entreated in class day exercises at Ten- led by Mrs. Lillie Jackson, Mrs.
ing
words
that
invited
friends and
I
Stockton home on Polk st.
nessee
State last week and saw Anna Coatney, and Mrs. Georgia•
patrons
to. . ."Let's meet June
CLUB MEETINGS
Student
Council President Edward Hokson.
CLUB MEETINGS. . .those pe- 2. at 8:30 o'clock . .In the SawAnother portion of the program'
Porter present the class gift
yers'
garden,
is the spot.". .
to
rennial favorites of milady. . .
inckided a selection by the Prom- .
the institution.
and which continued by remindclaimed their share of attention
Two Roman court benches made iseland Choir and remarks by Rev.
recently. N'onchants met with Ber- ing all that, "In spite of rock
0. C. Crivens. Mrs. I. T. Fellow
up the gift of the class to
and
roll,
the
NAACP
is our real goal
nice Thompson at 1187 Cannon,
was the directress,
school
which
was
received
by
"
—
a charming rhyme with
Dr
where president Loretta Kateo
A.
V.
Boswell,
vice
president of
presided. After a brief business a noble purpose. VVe're hoping evthe university.
eryone will respond to their worThe
"Council of the Sages," an
thy cause. . .because IT'S YOUR
original play written by Miss DorCianciola Theatre
CAUSE AND MY CAUSE...OUR
is Barnett. of Dyersburg, a senCHILDREN'S CAUSE!
ior, was the feature of the exercises. Ernest L. Brown, of Greenville, Miss., was chairman of the
Utah has 11 mountain peaks
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
JACKSON at WATKINS
council; Hyburnia E. Williams, of
that are 13,000 or more feet in
304 Poplar at Lauderdale
We 115V,5• VOU 50 ViV5 our rajt!y Fr Nasvhille, historian; Clifton R.
height.
eked BALCONY —
•
Jeffers, Roxboro, N. C., prophet;
_
Phone LA 11-113411
.5.558C5:Cr5 ;'5
• •^
'
Thomas Nowlin, III, Knoxville,
executor of the will; Reuben R.
KM. - MON. - TUES. • WED - THUR.
JUNE I, 4, 5, 6, 7
Davis,
Memphis, challenger;
Fred Valentine, Memphis who is
,Jbl•
1)
a junior, was respondent; Miss
Susan Hayward
Dolores McIver of Ft. Hauchauca,
"I'LL CRY TOMORROW"
Ariz. the grumbler,
DLCS Skestern rest 'e
James G. Mann of Monroe, N.
Cue Montgomery
HEART-WARMING PICTURE STORY OF LIFE IN HARLEM
C., delivered the farewell address.
WITH
"MASTERSON OF KANSAS"
Daniel Ward and Robert Holmes
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHS IT ROY DeCARAV A AND
A
NARof Memphis, wrote the class song.
FRI. - SAT.—JUNE IL 9
RATIVE BY LANGSTON HUGHIS.
Miss Rosary Harper of Nashville,
•
Double Feat re
wrote the poem.
There Is • neaten why people
Plain Wayne - Susan Hayward in
Class officers are: Reuben Da- Mitt to do business with us It
"THE CONQUERER"
vis, Memphis president; Ernest is sun preempt,
friendly service,
L. Brown, Greenville, Miss., vice courteou
s treatment end desire
Pt, Seotst' P5 '6
president; Mrs. Jewel Porter.
te help you.
Marie Windsor - John Archer in
Nashville, secretary; Miss Audrey
"NO MAN'S WOMAN"
Open Thursday Nights
Y. Mitchell Memphis, asssisatant
Ti wsiv• • copy promptly by moll directly to you, write your
secretary; Hyhurnia E. Williams,
Until 8 P. M.
11.00
e.d. Out to: Univeroity Place
Bookshop, fil University Piece,
ROSEMARY THEATRE
Nashville, treasurer.
Closed all day Saturday
MOTO
Won
and
enclose
dollar
•
bill
or chock of money order ter
GET ACQUAINTED COUPON II
New Yerk 3, N. Y.

Kappas, Silhouettes
Entertain At Supper
For 20 Debutantes

Clu3
News....

Lovely Reception Compliments
Mr. And Mrs. John E. Strong, Jr.

•

41111111111•1111111111L
IRONS REPAIRED

O

$a95

CHOIR & PULPIT
GON

APPLIANCES, INC.

•

11111111111111111111111111111
,

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

Tenn. Seniors
Give Benches
As Class Gift

l

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week

•

We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR

Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34-5557

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

ROSEMARY

LO
AN
S
AUTOS -

20,000 COPIES SOLD IN THE
FIRST THREE MONTHS
OF

"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"
A

FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"

f

c-e pa
t
t,'.o Dersors
MYTe.OVI
Tuesd.r.! 'ikednesdav of TI-ffsdaY
r;r3. No. good on Fricsv, 5ionioity
ahtl su
,
da/
-.411

voto AsTFR 1:let. 7

Words of the Wise
DRESS OR JUMPER or yards
and yards of "Supervoile", . .
chic. cool black or navy cot•
ton sheer. , .frosted it you

choose ith a blouse of crisp
»bite organdy. Fabrics by
%% anten(ta
. ,dress by
Seymour Jacobson.

Active natures are rarely
melancholy. Activity and sadness are incompatible.
—IC. N. Boyce)

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone IA 5-7611
Home Own•I Home Operated

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY AND STATE
-.4411/Faiklialf~iNgilaarr

•
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Sat June 2 1956

Home
Sewing Peps
Trousseau

Clarification Needed
The exact status of Bishop
David H. Sims In the AME
church is far from clear and
may require a session of the Judicial Council to give a ruling.
In fact, it is not even sure that
he can be called by the title of
"bishop."
What happened was that the
resolution calling for his re-instatement as an elder after being unfrocked as a bishop 10
years ago, was introduced on
the last day of the conference
When over half of the 1,600 delegates had departed.
No full quorum was there to
vote upon the action. The legality of the procedure is being
questioned.
Rev. Russell S. Brown elected Secretary of the AME church
will give up his pastorate of
Coppin AME church in Chicago to devote full time to the
I post at a reported salary of
1E12.000 per year.
1 Delegates to the conference
in Miami conducted themselves

with such decorum that both
the mayor and the chief of police invited them to return.
At Miami Beach, some groups
stayed in the most plush beach
hotels.
Some
disgruntled
political
candidates seized upon the occasion to grumble about the "atgras sticking their feet in t h e
Atlantic Ocean and polluting our
water," but the irate proprietor
of the Blackstone Hotel Pharmacy, bodily tossed out the door
a heckler who wanted in to protest loudly about the "n—rs"
eating in the lunchroom.
The powerful Episcopal Corn.
mittee of the Church headed by
Rev, John Alexander, pastor of
Bethel AME church. Chicago,
set a record in time in making
the assignments of bishops and
did so in such complete secrecy that ne one had any idea
where they would be sent. It
took the committee less than
three hours.

Those brides who can't afford
expensive lingerie can still have
a costly-looking trousseau — if
they can "Jo it themselves "
Delicate embroidery and intricate lace work can be achieved
with a modern sewing machine on
your slips, nightgowns and petti1 coats.
According to experts at a se.,
ing machine company. (Pfoff
Sewing Institute) you can make a
matching slip and gown set, for instance, by appliqueing lace flower cut-outs on each
They suggest making a brown
lace peignoir trimmed with cream
velvet ribbon and gown of creamcolored satin edged with brown
lace.
For daytime wear they propose
sewing tier upon tier of lace
across the hodire of a simple-tosew slip so that it can double as
a dickey with a dressmaker suit.
Another way to decorate a fulllength or half-slip is to add several rows of embroidered ruffles,
Spanish fashion. Baste an artificial rose or small bousuet of
flowers inside one ruffle for a
peek-a-boo effect.
the guests who were present
For interest under a slit skirt,
for the affair May 21 at Ormake a geometric or floral patleans Hotel. (Photo by Withtern slip that will show at the
ers)
slit. This can be done on a full
slip, too, so that the pattern shows
under a sheer blouse. Tre same
Idea can be achieved by appliqueing lace and ribbon motifs.

On The Educational Front

investments of Northern capital in
Southern School bonds, the Southern School News reports.
In Birmingham, members of a
United Steel Workers local threatLINEN SHOWER COMPLIcomplimented Miss Delores
M. McVoy of Chicago. Ill., last
Robinson, Katie
Theodora
ened to withdraw from the AFLMENTS MISS STOCK-TON: —
Stockton before her outstandSunday, was the linen shower
Jean Williams, Yvonne Exum
CIO unless they were assured that
One of the many parties which
ing marriage with Frederick
and Mattie Fugh. Pictured are
given by the Misses Elsie and
union funds would not he used to
further integration in the South.
Florida's School Superintend-'
ent, Thomas D. Bailey, said in a m
television interview in Jacksonville that he would insist on mainw
taming the public school system,
The regular monthly meeting of
JACKSON. Miss. — (AN!') — son second prize, "Dice Game,"
even if it meant integration.
the Retired Pullman Porters club Sixteen aspiring young artists on by H. S. Dorsey of Lanier, third
Reports show that the states
was held at the residence of J. the high school level in Mississippi prize, "Portrait," by Charles Taywhere desegregation is moving the
C. McNeal of 755 Williams ave., j have received special citations in tor of Hill High school, Jackson; j
was
Misses
tapoint
The
and
service
focal
A
Elsie
the
Theodora!
inwithout
fastest
and
smoothest
Wednesday, May 16 with R. M.I the 15th annual Jackson State col- and Colorama," by Minton C. Wil- W
:
cident and without making politi-. Robinson. Katie Jean Williams,! ble overlaid with a lace cloth with
Yvonne Exum and Mattie Fugh' its centerpiece of white and yeL Smith. vice president, presiding, loge art exhibit. The display tea- hams, Harris High school, Men cal issues are West Virginia, 1
.
H. K. flacon led the devotion.' hired the folloiving prize winning, dian.
were hostesses at a linen show- low gladioli and hahy breath.
.
Maryland, and Oklahoma.
er Monday, May 21, in the main The yellow and white color schemel E. Ford offered a very touching oil paintings:, First prize, "Man
Four persons received
honorablejBig
, and Many Visions," by Paul Camp- mention: Harvey Parker of liardining room of Orleans hotel, was again carried out in the at-1 prayer,
After the regular business was bell of Lanier High school, Jack- ris High school for "Broken Tree"
complimenting Miss D e 1 or e s tractive hors d'oeuvres and punch
STRATFORD. Conn. — Earle
as beamed towards the Negro Stockton who was married to which was served buffet style.
transacted refreshments w e r e
and Landscape," John Martin of
As quiet as it is being kept,
Hyman
will he one of the many
been
has
apathy
vote.
far,
So
the segregation issue is threatFrederick M. McVay. of Chicago,
Hill High school for "Gyiu."
Miss Stockton wore a trcusseau served, which were given through '
stars appearing on "Shakespeae
shown.
ening to split the ranks of labor
at a brilliant marriage ceremony frock of black printed c o t t o n the courtesy of Porter and Mrs.
Festival" performances to be held
In 1954, CIO-PAC did such Sunday at Collins Chapel church, trimmed with black lace which J. B. Johnson, to whom most sinthe same as it is the Demohere June 26 through Sept. 9.
that
area
this
in
job
between
fighting
core
a
thanks
rift
and appreciation were' •
The affair marked one of the featured empire styling. T
cratic Party. The
The hon.
Hyman joins John Emery. Mit
George Meaney and Walter Reuit decisively helped to increase many honoring the popular young oree's mother. Mrs. Wilmer Stock- extended.
dred Dunnock, Arnold Moss, Hi
W. M. Warren, president.
Congressional margins in cruci- sociable and teacher who is the ton was attractively attired in a
ther is becoming louder and
ram Sherman and Fritz Weaver as
NEWPORT NEWS, Va. — Young
.
al areas of PAC sponsored can- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer beige
more
cocktail
embroidered
headliners of the festival, an an.
maneuyet
not
organizer,
Emma M. Eaton redidates. Now, there has
Younger and a clever
Stockton.
1 sheath frock.
Hattie Wynn. Miss Joyce Broom,
nual fete. Among the plays Hy
been appointed any qualified
verer Reuther made hay of his
Decorations for the lovely show-. Guests preserr. included Mrs. Miss Frances Echols. Miss Elsie cently represented the Junior
man will appear in is "King John .'
recent visit to India and seems
and experienced field workers er were highlighted by a palmi Leonard Campbell, Mrs, J e a n Thomas, Mrs. Geraldine Sander- Women's Clubs recently. The bril- If
June 29 which is openwith full authority to go out and setting for the mantel arrange- Hamilton, Miss Delphinia W i I- lin, Miss Grace Collins. Mrs. Mil- liant young teacher is the founder
to be gaining ground among the
NyAYNESBORO,
Ga.
—
area.
on
hams,
A Suconcentrate in this
ment of pink and white gladioli,
more consersative AFL wing
Mrs. peggie Brown, Miss dreii Griffin, Miss Eurline Couch, of the Virgini pre-school teachers
perior Court .jury found Isaiah
Missing also is "Memo" the
his insistence that labor take a
Mrs. Clinton Kyles, Mrs. Joseph association, and one of the young.
Spain's olive col is used in the
Styles, 30, guilty of murder last
pamphlet that sitrred up so
more positive stand on the race
Powell. Mrs. Robert Mitchum, est women in the country to permaking of food it has medicinal
and
week
he
was
'54.
in
sentenced
attention
to uses; and is
much
Issue.
Mrs. Sadie Albert, Mrs. Nancy form such a feat. At present she
an ingredient of COIF
die in the electric chair for the
George L. P. Weaver, who is
Meanwhile, the serious charge
Hickman, Miss Marie Edge. Mrs. serves as secretary of the ormetics.
10
Feb.
pistol
slaying
of
his
girl
currently on another state debeen
that Negroes are icing kept out
recently
has
.
Elms Shaw. Miss Annie Marie Al- ga.,.:ation; and
partment assignment to study
•
of policy making spots and top
len, Mn., Emogene Turner, Mrs. accepted as a doctoral candidate friend, Miss .Annie Smith.
•
on
conditions
new
wage and hour
administrative pests in the
Helen Walls and Miss Doris Bow- at the North Carolina College at Styles, testimony showed, that
have
he pumped nine bullets into the
Okinawa, is reported to
merger is proving to be a
Durham.
ere
back of the woman's head and
leaped at the opportunity beclamor that cannot be quieted
cause he is unhappy over rebody with a .22 caliber pistol at
In the councils of the hierarchy.
strictions as secretary of t h e
the home of a friend.
Still dangling is the question
Anti - Discrimination departTestimony was that Styles fatalof how much and how effective
ment.
ly wounded Miss Smith with the
will political action be this year
Pwr
first shot, but he walked around
Friday
in the house, then returned and
shot her eight times more,
Elmer Fowler, director of the sometime ago; but just haven't
Immediately after the arrest,
yet.
Done Miller Foundation, has gotten around to announcing it
Now doctors have discovSheriff 0. J. Cliett told the court,
A' record of 11,825 rooms in 46
launched an ambitious project to
Styles, asked why he returned and
ered that many tragic deraise funds for exchange students Chicago hotels already have been
. shot her again, replied: "I wantfects in newborn babies
between India and the U. S. In reserved for the Democratic Naed to be d-m sure she was dead.
are not inherited
Chicago, a drive for $15,000 in tional Convention in comparison
Asked why he killed her, said:
There are eight specific
quarters has netted over 91500 so with 9,760 rooms in 1952. The dele"I was true to her and I was
an
spend
to
expected
are
gates
steps you can take up now
far.
true to me wife, but Annie Was
1 Elf
Fowler has been corresponding average of 9169 per person for
—before your baby is born
stepping out on me, an I killed
with Prime Minister Nehru of the session with a total of 11 milor even conceived — to
her.
India over the idea, hopes to go lion dollars to be spent.
help you avoid heartbreak.
lashRandolph
presPhilip
the
make
A.
When
to
year
there next
Read "The Uninsulted
ed out at politicians as being too
entation.
HOUSEWORKER—
Child"
in the June Ladies'
Rumor along the grapevine that timid to respect anything b u t
HOUSEKEEPERS
Horns Journal — ''T h.
Margaret Stewart, pretty clerk at pressure in Orchestra Hall, last
Expertimced or not. A good job wooting
will serve you exclusively as
for you. 510 to 1.40 a wook. Moo ticket
Magazine Women Believe
Democratic National Committee week, in Chicago, Mayor Richard
sent of ntiodod. tiousothold froffilovitt•of
fidplatform
In." Now at your newsNational Advertising
headquarters in D. C., is altar- Daley sitting on the
Se,it*, In S. Loamation Avon's*, Wh,to
Plains, N. Y.
stand!
SO%
bound with Washington newsman, geted and flushed visibly.
Off on a round of comenceSam Hoskins.
And the buzz says that Sher- ment speaking engagements beman Briscoe, information special- fore he comes back to play host
clergymen
ist in the Agriculture Dept., and to five visiting Russian
Jackson
Revell& Clay, Morgan College on June 4 is Dr. J. H.
Just one of the millions of happy, healthy
publicist, made it Mr. and Mrs. of Chicago.

The Ohio CIO Council sent out
an appeal to all of its members
to contribute to the liquidation of
the $85,000 indebtedness of Wilberforce university.
The letter signed by Ray Ross,
president, and John R. Rooney,
secretary - treasurer, said that
once this was accomplished, Wilberforce could regain its accreditation and be eligible to participate in the Negro College Fund
and Ohio Foundation of Small
Colleges Fund.
It pointed out that the AME
church contributed about $150,000
annually for maintenance of the
school.
Litigations over school integration cases in Florida, Virginia, and
North Carolina are affecting the
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Rambling Round Up
Gospel Singer Mahal(' Jack.
son failed to show up for a singing engagement at the second
anniversary celebratiou of t h e
Supreme Court Decision in Chicago; but she did find time earlier to stew up a royal mess of
greens and send them down by
a liveried chauffeur te the Palmer House so her great and
good friend, Harry Belafonte
could have a taste et "home
I cooking."

People are whispering about
the scandalous actions of a Chicago matron, a grandmother.
schoolteacher who has gone so
beserk with infatuation over a
national figure that she leases
home, husband and children to
stalk him around the country,
even bribes train attendants to
get accommodations next to him
and is becoming so annoying
that psychiatry has been suggested for her.

Family Favorite
...on the go!

Biggest stir of the week lit
+Chicago was the uncovering of
a plot to split up the 24th ward
In Chicago to gerrymander the
rising Negro population three
ways and nix out the possibility
of a sixth Negro alderman in
the council.
Most boring and overdone
story is the alleged romance beween Ambitious model Cordie
King and Sammy ("Mr. Wonderful") Davis. Sammy is reported
to have had his fill of the stunt,
now wants out of the deal.
Unless some quick action is
Woo. the bill to return tits

babies raised on Pet Evaporated Milk,

CHICAGO 16, ILL

Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT

As inviting and invigorating as a spin
in your new sports car ... yet as fam:liar and
dependable as the family jalopy: that's the
enjoyment you get from every sparkling bottle
of bright and bracing Coca-Cola.

prosecution for subversion a n d
sedition to the states will slip
through both houses of Congress
without even so much of a stir
and the way will be opened to
overthrow the Supreme Court decision in the schools cases.
The word has gone out to the
Democratic leadership in congress to either retain the Powwithholding
amendment
ell
funds from school districts who
refuse to comply with the S. C
decision on the School - Aid bill
or forfeit the Negro vote in big
titles.

The New York Age Defender

"Pet Milk Baby of the Week"

JERRY'S SUNDRY

and remain byGov. Floyd Collins of Florida, within the party
inside to make
campaigning for re-election: "If at, but work hard
are the rest
there
then
and
gains
me
get
can
they
anybody thinks
ought to press as hard
to stand up and stir up hatred of us who
we can from the outside to
of the white man against the col- as
about full citizenship."
bring
e
h
t
for
-versa
vice
and
ored man
Butler, chairman of t h e
Paul
e
h
t
got
they've
sake of votes,
National Comittee,
Democratic
won).
wrong man." (P. S. — He
debate with Leonard Hall,
A. Philip Randolph at the De- in a
chairman of the Republican Nacision Day Observance in Chicational Committee: "How can we
burthe
bear
go: "Negroes cannot
expect an objective report whet0
den of being black and red at the
newspapers support Repubsame time; nor can they afford most
candidates" Hall: "Here
lican
the
at
yellow
and
to be black
again." Hall: "I still bego
we
same time"
the freedom of the press
in
lieve
J. H. Jackson, president of the
and its fairness." Butler: "You
USA,
Convention,
Baptist
Natconal
"I'm tired of this
asked about Negroes and politics: should." Hall:
stuff."
baby
cry
stay
"There ought to be those who

Now In Conclusion
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The modern family is a group
of go-getters. Wherever
you go,get refreshing
Coca-Cola ... America's
favorite soft drink.

SOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA IOTTLING COALPANT
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THE COCA-COLA -...)SUPANY

EVELYN DIXON — 2 years 11 months
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dixon
2680 Supreme Avenue

514y Maice. Min

Little Evelyn receives the official "Pet Milk" Baby of
the Week" Certificate—her proud parents will receive
$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.

Ports' b1jU
cl.'s

More of America's happy, healthy babies are IVIiiell
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any Ater brawl.
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COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN
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PH. 4-9463
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Now They're Talking: Year For hfr. Wonderful'°
am•••••

'Decision Comes
After Box Office•
Click Rings Bell
NEW YORK — (AN?) — "Mr. is caught up in the rapid tempo
.Wonderful," Sammy Davis' spec- the moment the curtain goes up
tacular show at the Broadway and it is never released.
Theatre is a solid success. AverBased more or less on Sammy's
aging $5,100 a night since
its own life, the book reveals him as
opening more than a month ago, a small time but pleasing performthe show's producers are predict- er in a mediocre night club in a
ing confidently that it will stay North Jersey town where he is
on New York's main stem for a happy and contented and afraid
whole year.
of venturing further.
The public has made "Mr. WonJack Carter, playing on the
derful." Critics gave it faint, same bill, is certain Sammy has
praise when it opened. They were , the elements of greatness, neglects
unanimous in lauding the ability his own future and gambles the
of Sammy Davis as a performer life savings of his wife and himextraordinary but they panned the self to provide Sammy and his
show as a whole.
trio which includes his father and
The packed houses have appar- uncle, with a new act.
ently proven the critics wrong. Ap- . Carter. a top-bracket performer,
parently this is one of those shows every bit as good as Sammy in
every patron starts to boost, tell-' a different sort of fashion, proing his or her friend that it is a vides a perfect foil for the vermust so that the public has kept satile Mr. Davis. Pat Marshall as
the turnstile clicking merrily.
his wife, Olga James as Sammy's
The show deserves every bit of sweetheart, Chita Rivera and a
the success it has won. Granting dozen others are stellar. Miss
that Sammy Davis alone is worth James, late of Carmen Jones, an
the price of admission, he is far a concert singer, gets excellent
from being the whole show. Sam-, opportunity to show off her high
my is surrounded by a cast whichj soprano voice.
is little short of marvelous. Jule! The chorus, the principals, the
styne and George Gilbert have whole show is integrated, the acspared no pains in their selection' tion being so fast and the happenof people.
ings so absorbing, that the matter
The music is catchy. the voices of racial differences never occurs.
all excellent. The tines are so They all are just actors.
clever one is amazed at the ease Sammy displays most of his
with which the audience keeps amazing talents as a singer, danLITTLE RICHARD, rock and
abreast of the patter. The action cer, mimic, and actor, and he
roll's newest spellbinder, and
audience
fact
the
dynamic,
excels
all.
in
is
in
Specialty Records musical director Bumps Blackwell, go
over a new tune which t h e
Richard-man will soon record.

Swinging the News
By AL MONROE

Harlem's Capers
Cuts Niche With
Fans In Europe
By B. A. WIGGINS

meat arranged by her New York
agent, George Werfel, at the
PARIS — Miss Virginia Capers,1 swanky Hotel Dan
in Tel Avis.
Harlem vocalist, who came to
Gerry Mulligan and his sixtette
Paris last October from America from Philadelphi
a, whose inimiton a verbal agreement to sing her able style of
modern Jazz music
long repertoire of Jewish songs — won them great
popularity in the
in her dynamic Yiddish — for "City of Brotherly
Love," enjoyed
three months at Sigmund Berland's equal success during their
two
beautiful cabaret, "Bagatelle," months
tour in Europe, and three
proved such a tremendous success, weeks at the Olympia
Theatre in
that she was held over for an ad- Paris,
ditional three months.
Dave Bailey, drumer, also of
The six-months engagement Philadelphia, who formerly playended last Tuesday night. On Wed- ed with Johnny Hodges, Teddy
nesday morning Miss Capers left Charles and Lou Donaldson, is the
Paris via "Air France" for Israel, only colored member of Mul-1
to fulfill a three months engage- liggan's ensemble.

Already a big click with
"Tutti Frutti" and "L o n g
Tall Sally," Little Richard
hopes to make it three in a
row on hit parade.

DISC JOCKEYS usually inspired themselves. Here pretter spinners must be inspired
themselves. Here pretty and
talented Gwen Stevens is doing just that for John Slade

(WJMO) Cleveland and Tony
Davis (KGKO) Dallas, Texas
who were in town for the D.
J. convention. Gwen records
for Gig records.

Sarah Vaughan Hits It's Official!
Chicago's Loop Next Sma
lls Is New
MayorOf Harlem

Chicago will have two weeks of
Sarah Vaughan's unique jazz style
beginning Tuesday, May 29. at the
Blue Note.
Fans who will be on the town
the night before the Memorial Day
holiday will find the club lighted
despite the usual Tuesday darkness.
It also will be open Wednesday,
and will be closed Thursday. The
scheduled applies to the holiday

Belafonte Sued For $103,000;
Claims Guarantee Was Lacking

week only.
Miss Vaughn, who follows
Count Basic into the Note, will
share billing with the Johnny
Smith Quartet.

The headliner last year sold :
NEW YORK — (ANP) — Many show. "Mr, Wonderful," Dinah
more than a million records of
things
may happen in disc jockey Washington and comedian Slappy
-Make Yourself Comfortable."
Frank Holzfeind, Blue Note owner, Tommy Smalls' life but the night' White, all who drew rounds of apwas among the few jazz enthus- that he will long remember most plause for their performances.
iasts to recognize her talent in her happened to him last week at his , Seated at Ringside were Such
beginning days, and this will be Small' Paradise cafe when he was well-known political, civic and
:ler seventeenth appearance at his crowned the new "Mayor of Har- theatrical figures as Manhattan
Borough President. Ilulan Jack
lem."
club.
and his wife, Rose Hardway;
Daughter of a carpenter, Miss
Starting in the afternoon with
Vaughan is a native of Newark. a parade through the city, the Noble Sissle, Leigh Whipper,
N. J. She made her singing debut affair was the biggest that the Frankie Dee. Jean Wright, George
at 16 in a Harlem amateur show, community ever witnessed. Fif- Treadwell, Lawson Bowman. !liband won a $10 prize. Earl "Fatha" teen cops were on hand outside by Brown. Ben Kanig. ex-Deputy
Hines and Ella Fitzgerald were the famed cafe to handle the Police Commissioner Billy Rowe.
present, and rewarded her fur- crowds that sought entrance and I bandleaders Buddy Johnson, Cootie Williams and Louis Jordan;
ther.
jammed every inch inside.
singer Clyde McPhatter and the
Hines signed her, and Ella FitzAfter the ceremonies the enter- heads of many top recording comgerald gave her wise advice as to tainment was headed by Sammy
panies including Atlantic Savoy,
agents and contracts. She soon Davis, jr., star of the Broadway
'Mercury,
Chess and Peacock.
had an eager following of genuine
jazz lovers.

SHOULD YOU NOTICE line 3 postponement indicating he Is
forming on right, and purchase of same frame of mind. — ARE
minded along 47
near NAT KING COLE and Harry
street
Vincennes check and you'll find Belafonte miles apart in their
Big Jim Knight has decided to thinking and decision about the
News that a Kansas City (Mo.) York at the time and could not guarantee so there was nothing
sell the Palm tavern. Jim, after incident (Cole's) in Birmingham promoter had
filed
suit for be served. A phone call to Ken- 'left for us to do but cancel out
operating the place 4 years feels as friends 'say,
1 $103,000 naming Harry Belafonte nedy found him to be unavailable the appearance." He then added:
• ••
that he has had enough, parti-1
and his manager, Richard Ken- for comment but a
spokesman "This is not official, Mr. Kennedy
-cularly since his health isn't what 'SFLTNNY BUT Jeanne Crain's nedy, reached the defendents Fri- , told reporter "The Kansas City will advise you of all the facts
It used to be. Advertisements in I alleged report that a magazine 1day,
j promoter failed to produce proper when be returns."
tomorrow's Daily Defender will story put her yards away from
John Antonello, the promoter, 1
annocnce Jim's desire to sell.— admiration for her husband may 1 charges Kennedy and Belafonte
HIS HONOR, Dr. James Scott, not hold water now even if true, in joint action with breach of'
•
called Chicago's
most eligible HER STORY ABOUT his cruelty'contract saying they failed to car- I
bachelor in a national magazine, and "unfair demand" that pre- ry out contract to appear in the
1(
GCW
has told Ole Nosey (in weekend ceeded the article is a bit con- Missouri city May 7 as he had
paper) his plans for the future fusing to her many fans — PEARL I advertised.
so far as a mate is concerned. — BAILEY may play local Chez Pa- He asks $3,300 claiming that is
COAfe
•
4.
5
BE SURE AND read what Dr. ree after all. REPORT FROM amount he would have realized
by OLE
Scott has to say in your "Wagon" east has it that Pearl was sought from the promotion of Sing. Man,
column Friday.
HOLLYWOOD — (ANP) — Little THAT PROMINENT SOUTH- ton Ball, to be highlighted by
ACCRA, Gold Coast — Louis event was held in Accra's biggest
by management to replace Sam- Sing" in Kansas City and an adRichard, the nation's newest and SIDE MEDIC and Hospital found- crowning of the league's "Cotton
my Davis, jr., who was unable ditional $100.000 for damages to Armstrong proudly proclaimed his', park.
Se.
most
sensational rock and roll er who was named by a national Queen."
Afro-American origins Wednesday
to accept early date because "Mr, his reputation.
The climax came when ArmMINNIE
MENTOS°, baseball, Wonderful's" Broadway
S..
phenom. captivated over 5,000 Magazine as one of the nation's
and
100.000
set
shouting
to
started
strong
Belafonte was
play
and
to
particua
run
has
served
with
and Erroll Garner piano, were been
ELIGIBLE BACHELORS, told '01 'TWAS LIKE
screaming
fans
at
Gene
romping
in
Norman's
the
extended. — HERE ARE A Papers at
noontime
heat
swinging
number,
with
larly
the
and
Chicago's
an Elk or American
Shubert
both injured by automobiles 'PAIR?
hot ones: ROYALITES theatre but Kennedy was in New his trumpet playing.
great crowd responded with fren- rhythm and blues bash in Shrine Nosey this week that while he is legion meet in gayety however
Sunday. — ERROLL WAS HURT CLUB
somewhat surprised at his "eligi- much was done
It could be called a riot, maybe, zy. Police controlled them to per- Auditorium recently. •
has definately put ideas of
toward improving
when his taxi was jammed by , resigning
bility," he will have an an- broadcasting. —
because police had to be called. mit a movie filming of the show
in the hands of Lillian
MRS. EDWARD
another car in New York's Cen- Keithley,
But nobody was angry. Just fren- to go on. Later came testimonials. don and Paris, declared, "By jove. nouncement to make on Oct. 19 .
one of their members'Earle Hyman
BUCHANNAN is in the c i t s'
tral Park while Minnie's acci- but
That
date
zied.
will be his 13iriliday from Wisconsin guesting h
"This American guy wants me Louis is as great as his instruwon't
say
why. — THE j
e r
•
dent occured in Chicago when OTHER
and he will then proclaim the daughters,
The testimonials to Armstrong to desert my husband and marry ment."
A ‘HICAGOAN is talkLorayne Wright a n d
a car brished him on 42 street ing
„Mil
Star At
were unreserved at the first con- music," exclaimed one devotee,
LADY
OF
HIS
seriously of bringing suit for
CHOICE,
witn Marcia Commordore and s o a
Accra made a never-to-be fornear Drexel. BOTH ARE sound alienation
cert of his three-day visit here
E. T. Mensah, a local ace gotten holiday out of Armstrong's whom he will make the trek to James.
of affections against a Big
enough to
work
however. — very, very prominent professionon the African West Coast. The trumpeter who has played in Lon- arrival.
the Altar — and in the presence
Fest
' I
CORDIE KING'S friends insist al
of proper witnesses from all!
actor.
STRATFOR
the wedding with Sammy Davis
D. Conn. — Earle
•••
Groups who are so "interested in
Jr., as groom will come off at
one or the many I
TO SEE Nelson and Maudyne
his welfare?" . . . GARIBALDPthe end of "Mr. Wonderful's"
Drifters
'
Hit
"Shakespearep
•• •
Salies at Belafonte show. — Festival"
run. — SAMMY, SPEAKING
performanc
es
to
held
be
MAUDYNE WAS THE ultra of here
LES DAMES ELEGANTES, popJune 26 through Sept. 9.
from New York says 'tis merely
fashions as usual. —
'
Ruby Baby
'
Is
War club of attractive matrons,
Hyman joins John Emery,
dred Dunnock. Arnold Moss. Hi- 8
1
ram Sherman and Fritz Weaver
are working with their advisor. On Solid S:de
Mil.
ewel
as,
•
headliners of the festival, an anJack Diamond, and supporting his
nual fete. Among the plays HyThe
Drifters
candidate
quartet's
for the Queen Contest
new AtBy ETHEL PAYNE
the five continents. About the only! course at Juillard from which she
man will appear in is "King John"
—the popular Marion Mason. who lantic record, "Ruby Baby," is
places she hasn't touched are the. graduated in 1951.
The gal who covered the water- North and South Poles and if
ionngTduaeysday June 29 which is openthey; Basso George Hill. a fellow stu- is active in club and social af- the best.
front has nothing on Chicago's can make some
Currently on tour
Bill
with
concert arrange- dent at Juillard, fell in love eith fairs. JACK is business manager
Pauline Phelps Hill. She's covered ments there, it's very
likely that both the girl and the voice. They of the 9100 Social and Charity, Haley's Rock Around the Clock
revue, the singers are proving a
Pauline may be the first artist in were married in 1951 upon Pau- which is sponsoring the
contest. net.
history to sing at both ends of the line's graduation. George is a na- with the Queen to be crowned at
a
Organized three years ago, the
earth!
tive of Ansonia, Conn., and grew dance and cabaret party, on SatPauline and her husband, George up in New York in an Italian urday, June 16, at Great Lakes Drifters under the management of
trooping
Hill, have been
to
with speaking section. He has a natural Lodge of Elks, 51st and Prairie George Treadwell rocketed
By JACK SPADE
°L. believing her to be his sister.
Porgy and Bess, ever since its re- affluency for languages and is as . .
KING COTTON will reign1 fame in a short span of time.
vival as a prize American cul- much at home in Italian and Greek supreme at Parkway Ballroom, Starting at a $300 weekly price
LONDON — Eartha Kitt's part She still refuses to identify herself and the play ends with her
tural export in 1952. A mezzo- as he is in English.
this Saturday. May 26, when the tag they now command as much
in the B. B. C. television play last i
going into the gas chamber.
CHURCH SINGER
soprano of exceptionally
rich
Princeton Park Junior Women's! as $3000 and at the conclusion of
Tuesday night gave her very litthis 45 day tour will wind up
I don't think this was the right
matter
As
years,
a
of
fact.
for
tonal
body,
she
has been training
league holds is Annual Spring Cottle opportunity to flare into life. role for Miss Kitt at
grossing over $32,000.
he sang in the choir of an Italian
all. Most of
singing since she
and
was
12
Her first dramatic role in Britain the play was occupied with
Miss
years old and was "discovered": Protestant church where the serv— in a play called .'The Valiant" Kitt looking dull and obstinate and
by the late Rev. Thomas B.Chap- ices were conducted in Italian and
— brought her to the screen as al only when she was being goaded
man. He was then conducting the he and Pauline were married in
sullen young Negress who shot her I by a prison warden did she rethe church. George's great love
West
Side Harmony Chorus.
lover
er in an American night club.. veal the hidden fires beneath.
was the theater, so when Porgy
Born in Evansville, Indiana, and Bess was revived under a
But then. I / iv; that Miss Kitt,.
Despite pressure from police, being a
Pauline was brought to Chicago at new company with Robert Breen
vers. astute entertainer
authorities and a newspaper cam- with a long
an early age by her parents. Rev. as the producer, both he and Pauterm policy insists on
paign she refused to name herself leaving
and Mrs. Gaines Phelps. She went line joined the cast.
the public unsatisfied in
and her family. Half an hour be- I whatever she
to Englewood high school and upon
Following a cross-country tour,
does so that they
fore the execution a coloured man will always
graduating attended Roosevelt col- the Hills began their long trek
want to see more of
from Liverpool arrives at the pris- , her.
lege.
which has taken them back and
BEGAN EARLY
forth across Europe, the Middle
In her tender years, she was East, Australia. Soulh America,
already displaying a great deal of Africa. and Asia. Pauline has hung
personality and gracious warmth out the family wash in such exotic
in meeting people, two traits places as Tel Aviv, Israel; Cairo,
handed down to her by her moth- EgyptT" Belgrade, Yugoslavia;
er. This helped ,to attract her to Osld. Norway; Copenhagen, Denmany influential people in the mu- mark; • Rome. Italy; Santiago,'
sic world. Singing in church choirs Chile; Moscow, Russia; and yes
— Metropolitan Community — and even in Monaco!
• DETROIT — Casting has begun vice presidents Walter Ruethcr
choral groups — the "ChansonIn Chicago, where they conduct
on the greatest theatrical produc- and A. Philip Randolph,,
Branch
ettes. • she went to St. Louis and a rescue mission on the Near
tion in theater history, "Panorama Rickey, Jackie
Robinson and a
competed with other singers to North Side which is a story all in
of Progress" conceived and spon- host of others from
all segments
win a scholarship to Roosevelt itself, 'he Phelps keep a scrupulsored by the Diggs enterprises.
of American life
from a gospel chorus and choral ous record of their daughter's
will
receive
The giant spectacular, groomed significant awards
contest in 1945.
during the
travels. She writes them regularly
tpr a possible state department festivities.
She was twice awarded scholar- and her accounts are so vivid that
ffiur of the free world, will salute
Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald,
ships by Sigma Gamma Rho sor- her parents say it's almost like
the progress of American Negroes Dizzy Gillespie, Sarah Lou Harority. While at Roosevelt. she re- being in the countries she writes
during the past ten years The ris and Buddy Bowser have inked
ceived a grant to study at the from.
more than $100,000 production will contracts. A galaxy of other inkfamed Juillard School of Music in
Pauline is currently the underrun five days June 30 through ings are imminent. Nat "King
New York. During her studies study to Helen Thigpen who sings
.fuly 4. in the
there, she was a paid soloist for "Serena.' Both, husband and wife
Michigan State Cole" in -a Chicago
recording
Fair Grounds. President Eisen- session. waxed. "We Are Amerione year at the Rockefeller Cen- are looking forward to a concert
hower, Supreme Court Chief Jus- cans Too" with a speaking proter church and later at St. Mark career when they finish this last
HILDA BROWN of the famed
Street cafe. Hilda, a
tice Earl Warren, Henry Ford logue honoring The Panorama Of
Methodist church. In 1950, the tour some time in August. MeanBrown twins has returned to
fanner
Cotton Club dancer has
II, Dr, Ralph Bunche, ALF-CIO Progress for replay here.
NAACP gave her a scholarship while, they have purchased a home
bee*
the
night
club business as
PAL:LINE P. PHELPS
starring as disc jockey since
to assist her in finishing her in St. Albans, Long Island, N. Y.
manager of New York's 125
giving up dancing.

atchmo Plays Africa; Little Richard
Has Natives Jumping Scores Triumph

!
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Eartha Kitt Slings
Shots, Not Sex, Over
British TV Screen

Nation Eyes Detroit's
Panorama Of Progress

orgy And Bess Success Another
In Crown Of Pauline Phelps
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ifighlights Of Midwest Track And Field Meet
K

,
4

I FLYING FEET — Ed Etienne
! (second from left) fl ashes

DOUBLE WINNER — Richard Caffey, Tennessee State,

was a double winner in the
meet, capturing the 220-yrrd
dash and the 220 yard low bur-

speedy time of :09.7. after a
grueling race against a field

across the finish line to capture the 100•yard dash in the

of speedy runners. Robert
Mercer of Lincoln (Mo.) was

second.

dies. Here Caffey drives to
first place in the low hurdles.

2 col SPORTS RGRDY May 24
HOME FREE — John Rackt era of Lincoln university (MO

o

encounters no difficulty In winning the two mile title. H.
wept out in front early and
was never headed. Rackers,

who Ihes In Jefferson CitN,
Mo., is one of the white sludente at Lincoln university.

•
of
to
e.
.11
of

! UP AND OVER — Gene RoDien, member of the Ken-

' tucky State team, takes first
place in the pole vault. Here
Romeo is up and over the bar,

and is In the act of shoving the
pole away.

' SUSPENDED — William Fox
' of Central State college seems
to be suspended in mid-air as

he sails over the bar in the
running high jump. The taut

muwcles in Fox's face indicate
the effort he's putting in his
winning jump.

GOING HOME — Phil Petrie.,
Tennessee State, is w • 1 I

ahead of the field as he broke
the tape to win the SO yard
sprint.
, I

• to

•H 0

*
4,
BIG RUSTLE. Robert Perkins,
Linda university's N. A. I. A.

quartermile
out to win

champion, give
specialty
his

:411, *.pd to grab attention as
a good prospect for t h •

Olympic rtiak. In the center.
D. J. Golden, winner of the

running broad jump, and
the right Richard Cate), Ten-

220-yard

P is in front in the
dash, although Ed

Etrienne of Gramhling is
crowding him. The time was

.211.

t
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GOINGS AT OWEN
During this relaxed moment of Roger Williams hall. Solos were
your reading, it would seem ap- sung by Oscar Moore, Mrs. Isaparent that you might think of our bel Flagg, and Miss Helen Pugh,
scribbling and wonder what will with selections by the male quarbe available for you to read about tet, the mixed quartet and the
Owen during the summer. Worry male ensemble. This tea was the
no more, there is a summer term first of a number of planned efalso, which means you will still forts toward the acquisition of a
television set for the recreation
hear of Owen each week.
room of Roger Williams hall and
Owen
A.
The students of the S.
was well attended by our many
Junior college were assembled in
friends and well-wishers in and
chapel for the regular Thursday
around Memphis.
service when they were suddenly
On Saturday, May 18, the colmade mindful that the college
chapter of the Future Busiminister was in the process of de- lege
Leaders of America went
ness
livering his final message to a
picnic
a
at T. 0. Fuller park;
on
group of people who had meant
surprisingly enough, under ideal
much to him.
picnic weather conditions. EveryRev. C. Thomas Paige, the in- one present thoroughly enjoyed
stitution's first college pastor, de- the brief retreat to Mother Naclared that most of our great ture.
hymns begin and en on t h e
Sunday afternoon in Humboldt,
same note. Two years ago when
Tenn.,
a sizable audience of muhe delivered his first message he
opportunity to
used as his text Matthew 311 and sic lovers had the
hear the S. A. Owen choral group
2 "In those days came John The
Baptist preaching in the wilderness in a delightful concert at t h
of Judea saying, 'Repent for the Morning Star Baptist church, pasKingdom of Heaven is at hand.'" tored by Rev. J. T. Freeman.
The Owen college choir presentHis theme for that day was "A
New Day is Coming." Thursday ed their Annual Spring concert,
Rev. Paige declared that his ideas "Moments Musical," on Wednes.
concerning the New Day were no day May 23, in the college audiless meaningful, if anything they torium to an appreciative audi.
had become more intense. With ence of close to 150 music lowthe opening of new avenues of ers all of whom generally con:at
ded that the chorus' and th
activity on the part of all, what- eluded
w11°
ever an individual has, who ii- various soloists performed beauti.
nally reaches the top he is going fully. Mrs. Dorothy T. Graham.
to have more than his nearest is directress of our 25-voice choir
competitor. He went on to say and we all are grateful to her
that moral integrity, emotional 1 for the remarkable job she is dostability, and spiritual competence ing. Miss Marie Watkins was the
are going to have a deeper mean- piano accompanist for the concerts,
..
ing for all if the world is ever
going to mean what it should, and
that man who died upon the cross
have to have a deep-seated ,
meaning to every individual.
.
GREAT DAY CLOSE
The great day for all students
is closer than we realize and
a very collossal one it will be for
the Owen college pilot students.
Faculty and students can accept' WARRENTON, N. C. — (INS
this end as a most appreciative An attorney ousted from a cittr
club after he defended persons ae.
accomplishment.
This past Sunday, we had our cused of Communist aptivities
first Bacculaureate sermon. An ap- criticized racial segregation,
preciative number of people were arrested Friday when he tried
present to witness this history attend a meeting of the Warren.
making affair. The closing COM- ton Lions club.
Atty. James G. Gilliland lip-.
mencement exercises will be held
on the campus lawn June 1, should peared as counsel for several;
the weather permit. Otherwise, North Carolina people being in
a congressional
the college auditorium will be vestigated by
the background. The public is cor- committee in Charlotte
several •
weeks ago. When the hearing ask;
dially invited to attend.
Class Day — with its array of 'ed, he suggested congress probe—
color and splendor — of graduat- North Carolina's school segrega- ing Owenites seemed to have been tion policy.
When the
one of thrills delightfully enjoyed
promptly voted
attorneygotb
by all Owenites. The usual things home, he was
aocirt
u
happened — reading the class of the %Warrenton Country club,
prophecy, history, will and poem, and ousted from the Lions club,
(written by Miss Reather M. Ste- in which he had been active and
wart, an honor student). There had held the office of secretes/.
were solos and class songs, motoes, dedications of class flower
and color. .white carnation. .
colors are red and white. Oh yeah,
the motto, .."With the ropes of the
present, we ring the bel'; rf the • Al Pepper will address
t h
future"
Christian Youth Crusade SaturFACULTY TEA
- dayJnight. The Crusade meets evThe Owen faculty sc!si.:1 com- ery Saturday night at 7:30 ate
mittee presented the annual Owen 6457 S. Rhodes
ave. CYC sponsors
Spring Musical tea on Thursday, a camp from
June 7-10 at Camp
May 24, in the social room of Shagbar, \Vico

...Slave you ever gone to bed only, This - Quick Macaroni a n dij
tb toss, turn and flounder? This Cheese-recipe stars macaroni in a
can be an aggravating experience, dish that takes on new airs with
If it ever happens to you do try a topping of herb flavored bread
drinking a glass of milk, to the crumbs. You'll be amazed at the
last refreshing drop, just before wonders worked by a little bit of
going to bed. Some prefer a tarragon and oregans.
warm glass of milk. Warm or
QUICK MACARONI & CHEESE
.
With the accent on Spring, it,
cool, it's the vitamin B in milk
that helps promote sound restful.• ounces elbow macaroni
seems to be also on clubs, too, as
sleep.
I 1-4 cup butter
many of them are closing out for
the fiscal year. Some members
Busy homemakers are always 5 tablespoons enriched floor
looking for that good dish that is 1-2 teaspoon salt
vacation, others go to school, and
almost a meal within itself. Mac-, 1-4 teaspoon paprika
a
few just stay at home. Due to
aroni can be the basis for several 2 1-4 cups milk
such dishes. This trend to short- 2 cup shredded process pimento this, it calls for disbanding for
the Summer months.
cut, simplified methods of cooking American Cheese
has prompted the development of Buttered bread crubs
Meeting for the last time for the
a new way to cook macaroni
Criterion
1-2 teaspoon crumbled tarragon fiscal year was the
foods.
Bridge club on
last Thursday
leaves
This is the new method: To 1•8 teaspoon oregois
evening. The setting was at the
rook 4 ounces of macaroni, noo- Dash Miler
home of Mrs. Annie M. Bond on
dies or spaghetti, first bring 3
A4I 1 tablespoon salt a n d Middleton street. Preceding bridge
cups of water to boiling. Add 2
macaroni
/
2 cups boiling wat- after a short business session
to 41
teaspoons salt and the macaroni
by Mrs. Lula
Bell
rapidly,
dr.
stirring constant- conducted
t.
food to the rapidly boiling water.
Martin, pres., a delicious salad
Stir the boiling mixture constant- ly, for 2 minutes. Cover, remove '11
from heat and let stand 10 mm- J plate was served to members
ly for 2 minutes. Then cover therom
present. Honored guest everybody
pan, remove from heat, and let utes. Meanwhile, melt butter in
stand 10 minutes. At the end of saucepan. Blend in flour and seas- was very proud to „see was Mrs.
10 minutes, drain and rinse im-' onings. Add milk gradually and Lucille Jordan Churcher who is
mediatelv. It will be cooked to cook until thickened, stirring con- visiting her parents, Mr. and
stantly. Remove from heat an Mrs. James Jordan on Conger
the correct stage of doneness
d
c eese.i
inse macaron st. She received the guest prize,
completely cooked, yet
still
j bend
with warm water and drain well. Other prizes for top scores in
chewy — not over done a n
mushy. Increase or decrease the Fold macaroni into cheese sauce bridge went to Mesdame Ger/
2 quart trude Ford and Mary Lou Neely.
amount of water as you vary the and turn into greased 11
quantity of macaroni you with to casserole. Combine buttered bread i And the last meeting was the
crumbs, tarragon leaves and ore- monthly get-to-gather
cook,
of the faculIt is important that the water gons. Sprinkle over top of cas-.ty of Lane college on Tuesday
.
be boiling when the macaroni is serole. Bake in moderate or e n I evenin
g. The setting for this ocadded, and that the mixture be (350 degrees F) 2% minutes.
casion was on the lovely lawn of
boiled for 2 minutes.
Makes 4 servings,
the faculty home on
Hays
at
Lane ave., where Mrs. Marie
'Penn, dean of women, resides. In
addition to Mrs. Penn, other
I faculty and staff members entertaining were Mrs. Essie
M.
By RUBYE F. TURNER
; Perry, Mrs. Louise Praither, H.
J Stone, C. Robinson, and Jr. J. 0.
ghts
and
Hi, Folk. We want to dedicate cise Tuesday, May 22 with Miss erpener. 'Color d
our column this week-end to all Johnnye C. Tyson delivering the card tables were attractively arthe graduates, both high school principal address. Mr. Overtis L. ranged and guests helped thembar-b-cued
chicken,
and elementary, in our area. They Wilson is the principal. C o m. selves to
have wrought well in their attain- mencement exercises of the Pal- bar-Is-cued ribs. s 1 a w, potato
ment.
estine school were held Wednes- salad, assorted drinks and home
body
day.
May 23. A. V. Turner, prin- made ice cream. Every
• May they never forget their respective class mottoes, and contin- cipal of Christ church Episcopal had such a good time they hated
de to strive to reach greater school, was the speaker, Walker I to leave for it was indeed a wonbeights. Our heartiest congratula- Flemming, jr., is the principal. Iderful party.
Christ Church Episcopal school'CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
tions go to all the 1956 graduates.
' The Lincoln High school held presented its closing program .1. T. Beck, who had a birthday
its Anual Junior-Senior Prom Monday night, May 21. The kin- last week, was entertained with
Wednesday night, May 23, with dergarten department staged a a party by his charming wife
Evans Bradshaw, of Memphis, song and dance, "We T 0 0 k last Saturday night at their home
furnishing the music. The Baccal- A Walk One Evening," the pri- on Hays ave. Those on hand to
aureate Services were Sunday, mary department, All Aboard On , wish Mr. Beck many more hapMay 27, and the Commencement The Merry-Go-Round," the inter- py birthdays were the
W. Ft.
was held Wednesday, May 30. Ap- mediate group, an action song, Bells, the Charles Bledsoe', the
proximately 50 seniors received "Sweep Your Troubles Away," W. E. McKissacks, Mrs. Lucille
'diplomas. Principal C. T. Cobb an- the junior high school, "A Gypsy Sangster, the W. J. Gilmore', T.
:nounced the closing of school on Dance," and the senior high:J Womack, S. H. Branough, your
school presented a one-act come- scribe and my better half, J. A.
May 1, 1956.
The Annual School Closing Play dy, "Especially For You."
D, elicious bar-b-cue again,
Si the De Rossitt Elementary , The sister of the Rev. W. A.IC:adkee' up the main dish. Happi- I
school, first, second and third: Owens and her husband, Mr. and nes, beamed all over the face of
grade, was held May 17. The Ev- Mrs. Arthur Tribit, and a cousin, Mr Beck as he opened the many
ans Grove Elementary school held Mrs. Onetta Bond, all of Decatur,
theigifs he received.
It. Sixth Grade graduation exer- Ill., were weekend visitors of
,
birthdays. four j
Rey. and Mrs. Owens. Mrs. ikia' Speaking of
Jones, of Pine Bluff, spent the members of the As You Like It
1 weekend with Miss Hazel Hunt on 'Club whose birthdays have fallen
North Cherry. Mrs. Evglyn Till-' within the last five months were
CAN YOU USE
at the
man, of St. Louis, is the house elaborately entertained
guest of her brother and his wile, home of Mrs. Annie M. Bond on
MORE
Middleton st,. last Monday night.
the A. V. Turners.
Members honored were Mesdames
STARTS
3
Annie Bond, Vivian Bell, Marie
SUNDAY
BIG
Mrs. Gantt's Kin III
Penn and Olivia Pruett. Each per(t
l it)
JUNE 3 4
DAI
4
DAYS!
GROUND FLOOR
Mrs. Jessie A. Gantt, a contes- son honored received a gift from
as
well
club
member
every
as
,
tant
the
STER1CK BUILDING
Chicago Defender "Ush
in
MISS OTHALEE NOLDEN is
04 the Semi - Pro Baseball
wears the Queen title for the
er of the Year" contest from one from the club as a whole. InWHERE IOLKS LIKE YOU
batting 1000 in the baseball
I eague and also Queen of the
eriple A Social club. Seems
table
lovely
dining
into
the
vited
Quinn Chapel AME church, was
GET PRITERENTIRE
leagues around these parts.
Memphis Red Sox. And just
that James Hall, catcher here,
SERVICE
called to Jackson, Miss., to tge which carried a center piece of
The shapely 21-year•old Miss
to make sure she gets a hit
ought to be( king of something.
candles
h
of
e
t
and
peas
sweet
bedside of her sister
\olden, of 531 Dutro, is Queen
some
place else, she also
(Coleman Photo)
holders
silver
same color in
work
cut
placed on a lovely
maderia table cloth, each person torian, Freddie C. Hilt, gave the
the
chicken, addresses centered around
half
was served
a
Tomorrow."
French style green beans, tossed theme "We Face
salad, asparagus casserole, hot Music was furnished by the Glee
club and senior class under the
rolls, and home made ice cream. c
Other members of the club are direction of Mrs. L. C. Meacham,
Mesdams Izetta Lovette, Odessa music instructor at Merry High.
ALL MAKES IN STOCK
C. Beck, Lucille Sangster, Allene Special awards were presented by
Marley and Edna White. All were Miss Darlene Hutson, city superis No Money Down 10,000. Mile
JEFF MORROW
present for the not soon forgotten visor, and diplomas were award ,
Mctors
• 1 -D.vy Service
Factory
ad by Ben Langford, commisimagine
affair.
You
well
can
REX
RLASON
Overhauled
•Free Tow -In
Guarantee
anxiously sioner of education.
other members are
LEIGH SNOWDEN:
awaiting their birthdays to roll Commencement activities beSupervising play activities at a meeting for
gan
at
with
Lane
the
alumni
enaround.
one
week.
EveryOPEN
the Negro playground this sum- one
COMING WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!
VACATION TIME
tertaining with a
hopes a pleasant and delightbanquet on
DAILY
mer
will
be
Mrs.
M.
The Frank, Daring Story Of A Woman
Steele
and ful trip for the group.
Vacation started for the many Saturday evening. Atty. Donald
7 to 7
C. C. Bissell, Prof. L. R. Jackson,
Plus Parts
Who Knew Every Temptation!
students and teachers of the ,Hollowell,
Mrs.
Rosie
Ridgles,
alumnus of Lane col- principal of the
her
Wonder
High
Jackson City Schools on last
daughter-in-la
w,
Anne
Mrs. Annie Mae
Sterling
alumni day school, will assist
Thursday, May 24. Commence- lege is slated as
Ridgles, and her
little grandBAXTER
HAYDEN
Miss Johnnie Mae Bell, of So.
ment proper for
Merry
High speaker.
"THE
daughter, Gwendolyn, were guests I
9th street, left Saturday for Deschool was held at the National
in Memphis, Tenn., last Sunday,
troit, Mich., where her stay will
EXCHANGE
Guard Armory on Thursday eveat the home
of
Mrs. Rosie
Farm eoodlands in the U. S. be indefinite.
Miss Bell, a 10th E
fling for 93 graduates. Presiding
Raidrgi.les' brother-in-law, Hugh
1099 UNION AVE.
have
an
equal
area
of
to
that
grade
student at Wonder High
over the program was Principal
C. N. Berry. T h e valedictorian, Norway, Sweden, Finland and school, is the daughter of Mrs.
Annie Mae Ridgley. She will be Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Barnes, WITH
Romana Robinson, and
salute- Italy combined.
staying with her aunt, Mrs. Ulria I of Lepanto, Ark., and family'
w
e
guests of Mrs.
Ella Gills, reI
j Mae Pernell.
'.
in Memphis, Tenn. Mr. Barnes,
•
Mrs. Donia Harrison, operator
who is on his vacation, is planof Harrison Beauty Shop
THE ONLY
of Sot ning, along with his family, to
NO OTHER
8th street, has been a patient in ,
spend a few days in New Port,
Crittenden County hospital, but
COOLER IN
1 Ark., with friends.
has improved.
COOLER
Relatives
and
1
friends wish for her a speedy re- 11111(111111M11111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111
AMERICA
covery.
COMES EVEN
SCRIBE VISITS
WITH THIS
Charles Gammon. 1580 S. BelCLOSE
levue, Memphis, .Tenn., had as J
his guest Friday, May 18, TomAMAZING
IN VALUE
my Parker, 208 N. 14th at. West
Memphis. The boys who are real DALLAS — (I N S) — Albert
EVAPORATOR
pals, took in the Cotton Carnival, (Uncle Bob) Marshall a former
AND
and had a wonderful time. Tom- slave who reportedly was log
years old, died Saturday in a
IMPROVEMENT
my is a student of Wonder High
PER
fire which swept his one-room
school in West Memphis, a n d
home In Dallas.
(harks is a student of Hamilton
Firemen believed the fire startHigh school in Memphis.
ed from a faulty flue as the
Z. P. King is visiting his sister aged victim was
preparing a
in Nesbitt. Miss., Mrs. Mildred pot of coffee.
Restaurants and Drive-Ins — It's Here!
NEW GIANT SIZE "IDEAL" BEVERAGE COOLER
Frazier. He is also the little
- Ft. — 45 Case Capacity
Uncle Boni was said to have
Why buy two cases when one will do the job?
brother of Mrs. Mattie and Mrs.
acquired his name from
an Rex Reason and Jeff Morr6w discover that the same fire which rieAlice Scott of So. 8th street, West j
East Texas man for whom he stroyed the Creature's
title also burned the webbing from his bands
Memphis.
once served as a slave.
The Jehovah's Witnesses left
in this scene From "The Creature Walks Among
Us," UniversalMay 31 for Oklahoma where they 111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111'
International science-fiction thriller in which Morrow
will attend a meeting for one
and Reason
Chicago — About one - half the
I co-star with Leigh Snowden. Opens Sunday at the
week. Everyone left May 31 for states observe 10 or more
NEW DAISY Thee.
legal
Oklahoma where they will attend holidays each year.
Ire, for a 3 day run.

•

will

Forrest City and Madison Briefs

A rrest Lawyer Who Blasted
N.C. Race Bias
ter

'Al Pepper To Address
Youth Crusade Meet

AIR-CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT!!

CASH'
CITY FINANCE

SY

West Memphis
News

MOTOR-TRANSMISSIONS
EXCHANGED

By Tommy Parker

BR. 8-3482

i i „mu,.

$4450

COME ON"

UNITED MOTORS

NEW "CREATURE" FILM PACKED
THRILLS AND SUSPENSE
AT THE NEW DAISY SUNDAY.

Texan, 106, Dies
As Fire Destroys
His 1-Room Home

•

COME IN AND SEE IT AT ---

LIT REFRIGERATION CO.

Southeast Corner Main and Vance

Phone IA 7-8445

Henri O'Bryant Backs $1,000
•Miss Sunday School' Contest'

Entertain
Henderson
Dorm Girls

I Sponsored by Henri O'Bryant,! Congress at Shrine auditoriu
m, will also be merchandise awards
Hollywood choir robe and uniform June 18.
and trophies for the winners.
manufacturer, the "Miss Sunday; Contestants represent the
varIn making the contest possible,
School Congress" contest high-' bus Los Angeles church
choirs in , stimulate interest in the Conlights the pre-convention Musi- the pre-musical chorus.
O'Bryant, gress meeting here for the first
cal of the National Baptist Sun- is awarding $1,000 on cash prizes time
in several years, and to re:.
daySchool and Training Union' to the four top contestants. There ;
ward the unselfish efforts of choir
singers.
A distinguished line-up of judges will assist O'Bryant in deter
mining the winners. Awards will
be made in a special ceremons
at the Shrine auditorium. An estimated crowd of 10,000 persons will
be present.

Dr.Riley Gets
Plaque From
Nashville Club

TRI-STATE REFERRER
Sat., lune 2, 1956

15
A.

(Defender Spec111)
The dormitory girls of Henderson Business college were entertained on May 24, by the Mt.
Olive Cathedral Sabbath School.
We received talent in various
' phases.
We were highly entertained Imr
instrumental solos, vocal solos,
readings, and most of all encouraging remarks from our pastor Rev. Henry C'. Bunton and
superintendent Banks
GAVE PROGRAM
Witnessing a very fine program
with us were our beloved matron
and registrar, Mrs. Mary P. Boyd
and Miss I. J. Gleeden. We were
greeted by a beautiful reception
wherein there were magnificent
decorations that made it more delightful and tasteful.
The hostesses, Mrs. Eula Holmes
and Mrs. Susie Spencer were very
artistic pertaining to the preparations for the reception. The
color scheme was pink and green.
We wish to express and commend words of thanks and gratitude to all and we will never I
forget Mt. Oh\ e.
Miss Thelma Pace, Barbara
Ilartzog, Prentiss, Miss.; Birdie
Id. Miller, Forrest City, Ark.;
Gwendolyn Price, West Helena,
Ark.; Ida S. Brown, Loudon,
Tenn.; Ernestine McIntosh, Moss
Point, Miss.: Alice R. Adams, Ada
White, Canton, Miss.; Attie It. Hill,
Kosciusko.
Miss.;
Clementine
Hanna, Carthage, Miss.; Oytie
Henderson, Susie Toles, Ejewel
Shorter, Shirley F. Willingham and
Minnie Ola Dunlap, Taylor, Miss.;
Ophelia Lane, Grenada, Miss.;
Delores Peyton, teacher and Maryline Williams, pianist.

By CARLOTTA STEWART
1 he or the is sorry to have guarMusing: God created us vt•ith relied. One marriage expert says
the power to reason. We have that the wife should be the first
the power to choose the right way to try to make up. It is nearls
or the wrong way for our lives. I always easier for a woman to
By MABEL B. CROOKS
So let us not forget that we are handle an emotional problem.
NASHVILLE — The Nashville
personally responsible for the fu- I Women are guided by their
emotions; man, not so much. A Sportsman's club presented a
ture of pr souls.
woman can give in, and a man, plaque to Dr. Ralph W. Riley,
Dear Carlotta:
! Who should be the first to make will love her for it. But a man charter member of the 20-yeraup after a qoarrel? The wife or may feel that surrender hurts his old organization, who is leaving
pride. . .The woman should be Nashville to reside in Newark, N.
the husband? Bess.
%Try careful as she starts to J.
Dear Bess:
-To Ralph W. Riley. executive,
While it is not necessary for make uP, and be affectionate tobuilder, minister. . .and value
either to admit he or she was ward her husband.
sportsman" read
the plaque
in the wrong to end a fuss, either
which was presented by Ii. C.
husband or wife can admit that
Hardy last week in a special ceremony held in the home of Foster
Carr. Captain, USA (retired). Dr.
W. E. Pannell, of Clarksville,
spoke, and Sidney W. Harris, of
Shelbyville, club president, presided.
Dr. Riley.has resigned the presON THE BALL at Texas
as Southern." A member of
idency of the American Baptist
the Alpha Kappa Alpha sors
Southern university, Houston,
Theological Seminary here to beority, Delores Is a business
are Francis Patrick (left)
come pastor of the Hopewell Rapadministration major. Patrick
elected
president
of the StuIf you're painting, varnishing or tist church in Newark-.
Is a pharmacy major and a
doing other good wood finishing
dent Council, and Delores
member of the Alpha Phi Aljobs, some reminders about care
Leedom, the new "Miss Texpha fraternity.
FLOWER
FOR
S
THE
FAIR
and cleaning of the paint brush
hundreds of bridal wreath
though she is not a bride.
blossoms. Daughter of Mr.
are given by New York State
Miss Edith P. Kernodle,
and Mrs. Lucian Kernoitle,
home furnishings specialists.
NASHVILLE — The Tennessee
senior at Bennett college.
she's majoring in elementary
"A new brush almost always has . State
"Linkettes" Bridge Club met
Greensboro, N. C., might well
education.
a few loose hairs that should be I; at the
beautiful new home of Mrs.
be as she is surroundeil by
removed before you use it, say atarylouis
e E. Ritter in Madison.'
these specialists. They advise rub- The
motorcade
bing bristles bcak and forth across at the campus of members met
to make the trip.
the hand to remove both dust and
At the end of three rounds of
loose hairs. Then wash the new bridge the highest
WASHINGTON — "The cure to contributing enormously to good eluded in some
score was made
of the figures nabrush in a cleaning fluid so you by Miss Ethel Mott.
1 most of our evils lies in the exer- government and sound democra• tion-wide which Summerfi
eld quotstart the job not only with a new
cise of the ballot. Quit complain- cy."
The hostess served a delicious
ed are staff assistant to the assistbrush but with an entirely clean two-course menu. Colorful spring
• ing ;Mout what other people al.e
In his remarks Dawson said "I ant postmaster general of the Hu.
brush.
exercise your right am a, A merican and I will
flowers added to the evening.
nos reau of Postoffice Operationa; an
ALAMO. Tenn
The Crockett were given by the business firms doing to us and
Congress
After using the brush, wipe off
man William L. on the inside for all of
to vote."
Miss Ethel Mott and Mrs. Har-I County teachers were feted at a of Alamo and Bells.
those employe relations officer in the
all excess paint of varnish net Pleasant will be the hostesses banquet at the
Dawson told the lath annual din' rights that are guarantee
Fairview Method under Bureau of personnel, several lawA plaque was presented to three
thoroughly with a cloth and then or the next meeting.
dist church recently. Special gifts members of the Bells' faculty for ner meeting of the Captal Press the constitution. You
can talk Yers on the staff of the solicitor.
club Saturday.
!brush back and forth on a clean
about Alabama. You can talk an assistant librarian, an indusmore than 20 years of service.
Dawson and Postmaster Gen- about Mississippi, but .,.,,, won't trial engineer, a
piece of paper. All varnish or
draftsman arid
These faculty members were Mrs.
eral Arthur Summerfield were the cure those evils
paint must be removed or it will
in Alabama or photogrpher.
S. B. Gibbs, Mrs. Corine Jeanette
affair.
principal
speakers
the
at
harden in the bristles. Then the
Mississippi unless you go to the
and Mrs. Ida Logan.
In the city of Washington post
wasl
a ucitedes in
h g places. We are a challenge
plaques
brush will never be free of little
clout received
from
for "tine.
ot
Teachers from Crockett. Hay- Bv
office, 52 per cent of the emeinDawson
club.
bits of this dried material that will
to America and it will never real- ployes are Negroes.
ward and Madison counties parget into new work.
ticipated in the impressive pro- cisive political acumen and effect- ize its place as a world leader as
congressional leadership which long as we remain second class There are, he said, more NeThe brush may be cleaned in
gram which was based on the ive
gro clerks and letter carriers in
contributed greatly to the citizens."
have
from
three
to
five
jars
of cleaning
NICER COTTON — One-fourth
impressive program which was
Birmingham, Ala., than in the
imrace
stature
and
to
his
of
inch side satin stripes woven on fluid, used one after another un•
Summerfield reviewed the gains past 20 years. One
based on the theme "Honor and
hundred-eighty
proved operations of his governsheer cotton. . .the tone on tone ,til the fluid is absolutely clean.
Respect Leadership."
made in the hiring and upgrading out of 434 in the Mobile,
Ala.,
ment."
s
gu
in
look in pink, blue, and black or The cleaning fluid should be kept
Prof. B, W. Simmons was masof minority groups in the postal post office are Negroes, Detroit
merfield was cited for "hay- service since 1953.
brown for town in a slim dress in glass jars with covers that do
ter of ceremonies, Prof. E. D.
He said that has 30 Negro supervisors. In Chiopened wider the door of op- one fifth of the estimated 112,000
with -fleeing fullness" designed I not have rubber inside because the
Brown of Alamo was the princi-.
cago, two training supervisors
py Seymour Jacobson. Available rubber softens and may drop into
pal speaker. He urged his listen-I portunity in the postal service to postal employes in the country are are
Negroes.
tapn sizes SAS,
the fluid.
Negroes, in 38,000 post offices over
ers to "Cooperate fully with the
In Dallas, Tex., there Is a Ne•
the country.
schools in order that children
might be better trained morally,
The cabinet official claimed the gro assistant regional supervisor
for Memphis, Fort Worth and new
physically and educationally."
,
promotion of more than 500 color"That all children with the
ed employes to supervisory levels! Orleans. In Houston, Tex., 400 Negroes as clerks, carriers, and
•
capacity
develop
can
under the Eisenhower Administraabilities which will help them to better
tion and said that in 1950, more mail handlers.
The 1956 Newsman's Newsman
adjust themselves in society and
would be upgraded.
at the same time participate in
Negroes hold important positions Award went to Mrs. Pearlie COo
activities financially as well as
as officials in 15 regional offices Harrison, society writer for the
socially. Good citizens must pay
in the post office department. In- Washington Afro-American.
the price of civilization:'
The program was spearheaded
June weddings bring April and
N •
by a committee of the usher
•
•
board as follows, Mrs. Blanche B. May showers, and showers always
Gilliam, director; Mrs. Louise bring on *he age-old prohlem:
•
Alexander, Mr. Sylvester Hicks, "What to give to th9 bride'!"
Mrs. Anna Woods, John T. Woods
The twofold rule is: Make RI
and Mrs. Florine Epperson, presi- unusual . . . make it useful.
•
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
dent.
Newlyweds always have one
Remarks were made by Rev. thing in common — they love to
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
F. L. Green, pastor of Fairview entertain, they love to show off,
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
problem!" And among these refMethodist church. Mr. Curti s, their homes, the newness of
their I For the first time science has
ferers were a very wide variety
Koonce, assistant county agent for furniture, their gifts.
found a new healing substance
of hemorrhoid conditions,so
Dyer and Crockett Counties repwith the astonishing ability to
10 to 20 years' standing.
resented Mrs. Pansy Graham,, Here are some gifts that are; shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
All this, without the eye ell
Crockett County Supervisor, and ,I both unusual and useful . . and pain—without surgery.
narcotics, anesthetics or astria.
, at the same time, elegant and
OPEN EVENINGS III..9 P.M.
In one hemorrhoid case efts.,
presented the teachers,
gents of any kind. The secret is
"very striking improvea new healing substance (RioA poem composed for the oc- fairly inexpensive. A gift needn't another,
ment"
was
reported
and
lavish
be
verified
to
appreciat
be
Dyne•)—the discovery of a worlded . . .
casion by Mrs. A. C. Jeanette
famous research institution. Althe smallest gift sometimes are by doctors' observations.
was read.
ABSTRACT PRINT in a resort
sleeves. The fabric Is from a
Pain was relieved promptly.
ready, Rio-Dyne is in wide sae
the ones that are best remember- And, while gently relieving
dress with a soft flaring skirt
Modern Master Print collection
pain,
for healing injured tissue on WI
ed.
! actual reduction or retraction
and accents of cotton lace at
by Fuller Fabrics.
parts of the body.
I (shrinking) took place.
For example:
the high neckline and brief
This new healing substance Is
And most amazing of all—this
A wrought iron or galvanized
offered in suppository or siisteuot
form called Preparation H. Ask
metal rack to keep wines in their Improvement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
for individually sealed convenient
proper horizontal position.
were continued over a period of
Preparation H suppositories or
A cognac warmer, consisting of. many months!
Preparation H ointment with
In fact, results were so thora brass stand which supports a '
chit applicator. Preparation H
snifter over an alcohol burner. moth that sufferers were able to
sold stall drug stores.Sa tisfaeties
guaranteed or money refunded,
(Warmed cognac has a perfectly make such astonishingstatementa
as "Pile' have ceased to be a
Here's a tip about neckties that delightful aroma and taste!)
qua. ci a. No. as
few men even know — one that
An espresso coffee maker, cap
will help you select a graduation able of turning out two demitasse
gift tie.
cups of after dinner coffee in 60 ;
As tie designer Lenard Stern of seconds.
Chicago puts it, "A man with a
Incidentally, it's a common cus161
/
2 neck size wouldn't dream of torn for a few people to
chip in
buying a 14ta shirt. It wouldn't fit. and share the
cost of an extra exThe same thing goes for ties, in pensive present,
Madam Bell that you all know who stayed
Stern's opinion. He makes ties to
at the Mississippi State line for years is
fit the individual height and statback on her own place to stay.
u
reA U. S. District court granted
of a man.
Will read your life without asking any questions, gives adAre you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
Negro
Stern claims that eight of 10
golfers the right to play
vice on all affairs of life, such as: Love, courtship and marriyou lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
men in the United States wear on the city owned courses in Penage. She reunites the separated, causes speedy marriages,
If any of these are your problems, come let
sacola,
neckties
Fla.,
that
are
last
either
week. . .followtoo short
helps you to gain the one you love. If worried, troubled, or in
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
or too long. He said: "Either ing an agreement between Churdoubt, consult this gifted medium. If you have been disappointas she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
the tie barely reaches half- chill Mellen city attorney
and
ed in others, one visit will convince you that this medium is
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business
way down a man's chest or Charles Wilson, attorney represuperior to any reader you have consulted. She advises on
Is not a
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
else it dangles below the belt," senting three golfers who had
business affairs, also helps you to overcome evil influences and
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM HELL
Stern, wears a tie that just ends launched a suit against the city
bad luck of all kinds.
at once.
at the belt, no longer nor shorter.
Private and confidential readings daily and Sunday, Hours
If a man's tie is too long, one hand" knot to a full
9 a.m. to 0 p.m. Readings for white and colored,
Windsor, a ;
LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles
of
the remedies is to switch from much larger knot which takes
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
up
north of Millington, Tennessee on the way to Covington,
the regulation, small "four in the slack.
Tennessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known
You will find its most moral and not to be classed as
as
Turf Club. Two blocks below the other ruder. 5
GYPSIES.
Greyhound
buses
pass
daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
Anger and worry are the most unprofitable conditions
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the
known to man. While they are in possession, mental, physical
:Millington
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and
and spiritual growth are suspended. Anger is a highway
get a cab and
tell
them
to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
robber and worry is a sneak thief. Bring your problems to me
drivel: the address.
.oday, tomorrow may be too late.
Full line of prescription and sundry items, greeting cards
Don't be discouraged if you have failed to find help! I do
-- Free delivery, no limited amount -- Complete line
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
lOSIE FISHER, widely known
of
service to Sunday Schools and
what others claim to do! Tell you your lucky days and lucky
tobaccos
worker in religious circles.
,
costume
jewelry.
Youth
programs
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
.
Serving
on
numbers! Licensed by State and County. No representatives
was honored Sunday, May
the Tea committee are (from
calls.
house
or
Hours: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Reading daily. Open on
27, 3:30 to 7:30 p.m., at a tesleft seated) Mrs. Lena Bern•
Sundays
Memphis, Tennessee. Take Whitehaven bus to State Line
timonial tea at the home of
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters.
stifle, chairman; Miss Fisher,
(Tenn. & Miss.) Hiway 51 So look for hand sign near Sally
Mrs. Marie Westfield, 5022 S.
and Mrs. Marie Westfield.
BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
Roger's store one block from end of bus line.
Greenwood ave. Miss Fisher
Standing is Edward Bernstine.
has given more than 30 years
co-chairman.
AND THE RIGHT NAME

Paint Brush
Care Is A
'Must'

Holds Meet

I

Dawson Insists Ballot
Crockett County Faculty Is Panacea For All Ills

Feted At Banquet In Tenn

une Bride
eansApril,
may howers

GRADE

CARS — TRUCKS
ALL MAKES -- MODELS

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

MADAM
FRANN

Pick Proper
Tie For Boy
Graduate

PALM READER and ADVISOR
NATIONALLY KNOW!
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!
Not To Be Classed As Gypsies

MADAM BELL

The Greatest Palmist on Earth

COMO DRUG STORE
WH 2-1721

1014 Mississippi Blvd.

We Appreciate Your Patronage

fr

1.6

IEFENIEI
sat., junt 2, 1956

• Stork Stops
BORN AT JOHN
'Golden, of Route 1 Box 290, Ger- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Conner, of
GASTON HOSPITAL:
mantown.
362 N. Decatur.
May 24, 1954
May 19, 1958
May 21, 1454
Darlene Fay Taylor, daughter Richard Eugene Jones, son of Ivory Mazie Boykins, son of Mr.
to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Clorcie Jones, of and Mrs. Louis Boykins, of 1330
Adelaide,
948 Seattle.
of 575 Wicks.
Florine Burch, daughter of Mr.
Joanie Marie Armstrong, daugh- Daughter, of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. John W. Burch, of 2006
ter of Mr. and Mrs. William Arm- James McMullen, of 405 GraceSPIRITS WERE HIGH as the
Farrington.
was beginning to take shape,
strong, of 258 Caldwell.
spent at the church of each
wood.
chattering and laughter of 32
Roy Currie, son of Mr. and Mrs.
the group lived at the YWCA,
lady's choice. At 2:30 p. m.,
' Sandra Jean Pearson, daughter Emmett Tyrone Bell, son, of George Currie, of 2.56 Vance,
women and their friends fillfor the three nights and days
they enjoyed several hours at
ed the air when the YWof Mr. and Mrs, Joe Pearson, of Mr. and Mrs. Homer G. Bell, of
Linda Fay Landon, daughter of
spent in the city. From here
1450 Monager.
the modern Zoo and beautiful
1893 Hunter.
Wives of the Vance Avenue
on Saturday morning the ladNathaniel Lewis White, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Landon, Branch YWCA prepared
Shaw's Flower Gardens. The
to
Alvin Elton Pixon, son of Mr.
of
685
Hernando.
ies went to the Ball game to
evening was free to spend
leave for an exciting weekend
and Mrs. Roscoe Pixon, of 1446 Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. White,
see the Dodgers versus St.
Mary Cynthia Moore, daughter
of 297 F. Dixie Mall,
with friends and relatives.
in St. Louis, At May 4th, 4:30
Pillow.
Louis Cardinals. That evening
of Sir. and Mrs. Jerry Moore, of
Monday morning after an earp.m., right on schedule, the
May 22, 19541
' Sandra Kay Boykin, daughter
at 8:30 the group enjoyed the
ly lunch the group made a
183 First st.
chartered
Charles
bus
Denise
pulled
daughAdams,
a
out
of Mr, and Mrs. Ernest Boykin,
from
sensational Cinerama movie,
tour of the city, stopping at
ter, of Mr. and Mrs. Willie R. Gregory Lynn McCollins, son of the building northward bound,
Of 131 E. Olive.
"The Seven Wonders Of The
Anheuser - Busch for a conMr:
and
Mrs.
Selmer
MeCollins, , Al the wonderful itinerary
World." Sunday morning was
' Earnest Love, son of Mr. and Adams, of 1544 Wabash,
ducted tour. Following th i s,
of 988 Lenow Mall.
Queen
Esther
Williams,
daughJames B. Love, of 744 Mt. Mariah.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James Was Beverly Diane Morris, daughter
May 20, 1956
of Mr. and Mrs. Zilmon Morris,
hams,
of 1799 Nedra,
Rutile Eugene Smith, son of Mr.
Willie Keith Carpenter, son of of 1169 Springdale,
and Mrs. Audrey E. Smith, of
Mrs. and Mrs. Ural Carpenter, of
May 25, 1954
1204 Woodlawn.
Rubenia B. Jefferson, daughter
' Bobbie Jean Pruitt, daughter 70 Looney.
Henderson
Business
college ave.
Iquarter More than fifty students
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Pruitt, Arthurine Roddy, daughter of of Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Jeffer- will observe its thirty-ninth An- i The closing exercises will he have successfully completed t h e
Mr.
and
Sirs. Arthur L, Roddy, son, of 352 S. Fourth,
nual Commencement Activities, held Monday night, June 4, as—the Secretarial, Executive
of 3035 Vescona Road.
Secretarial
' Thomas Columbus Bradley, jr., of 1317 Tunica.
Russell Lee Kelly, son of Mr. beginning at one o'clock, Thurs- Pentecostal Temple Church of God and Higher Accounting Courses
May 23, 1956
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C.
and Sirs. Lon Kelly, of 746 Linden, day afternoon, May 31, with a In Christ, 229 South Wellington during the past 12 months. Many
Class Day program in the Assem- St., 8 o'clock. Demonstrations will of them secured positions
Bradley, of 5089 Truse Road.
Charles B. Roberts, jr., son of Linda Joyce
with the
Burks, daughter of bly.
Margaret Helen Prude. daugh- Sir. and Mrs. Charles B. Roberts, Mr. and
be given by the class, represent- U. S. Government. They are effiMrs. Willie Burks, of
ter of Sir. and Mrs. Bennie W. of 1320 Brown,
The Annual Picnic will be held ing the various departments of cient typists, secretaries and ac4892 Dodge.
Prude, of 2236 Ker.
, Christine Blackwell, daughter of
at Fuller Park, Friday, June 1. the college. Diplomas will be de- countants.
Gerald Smith, son of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Blackwell, Eunice Inez Howard, daughter The Baccalaureate Sermon will livered by the president to t h e
The graduates may be found in
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Howard, be delivered by
Mrs. Lawrence Smith, of 429 Lip- of 1547 Willie.
the college nresi- graduates.
all sections of the country — fillof
345
N.
Third.
ford.
dent, Rev. A. SicEwen Williams, Students complete courses at ing responsible positions. They
Michael Eugene Sample, son of
Robert Earl Mason, son of Mr. Sunday morning, June 3, at St. the end of each quarter while oth- learned to use electric typewritDouglas Ray, son of Mr. and Mr. and Sirs. Louis Sample, of
and Mrs. Oscar Mason, of 6200 John Baptist church, 640 l'ance ers enroll at the beginning of each' ers, dictaphones, bookkeeping maMrs. Roosevelt Ray, of 223 Bick- 1438 Emerson.
ford.
Yolanda Denise Watkins, daugb- Shady Grove rd.
Gregory Lerlea Mack, son of ter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew L.
Mr. and Mrs, Theodore H. Mack, Watkins, of 2228 Marble.
of 928 Arkansas.
Patricia Ann Williams, daughter
' Marion White, son of Mr. and of Sir. and Mrs. Eddie Williams,
41
,
Mrs. Adell White, of 976 Saxon. of 950 Melrose.
Michael Sims, son of Mr. and
Willie Earl Wilson, son of Mr.
Mrs. James Sims, of 1059 Dela- and Mrs. Ira L Wilson, of 17.70
HOUSTON, Texas — The Texas
ware,
Ethel.
Lavonne Daniels, daughter of Son of Mr. and Mrs. Ornie Alex- Sports Roundup association honored Texas Southern university's EdMr. and Mrs. Cleveland Dennis, ander, of 2022 Vance.
of 1433 Kyle.
Joyce Ann Miller, daughter of ward Adams and Bennie Swain
Don Arbv Daniel, son of Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Thurman F. Miller, with an award for "distinguish
ed
and Mrs. Eugene Daniel, of 85 of 3230 Democrat rd.
and meritorious achievement in
Hickory.
Gloria Jean Wilson, daughter of the realm of sports —
specificalLinda Kay Golden, daughter; Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Wilson, of
ly basketball." The awards were
Brenda Mae Golden, daughter 2271 Eldridge.
received by Coach Adams and
(twins) of Mr. and Sirs. Mack
Mary Nell Cc:Finer, daughter of Captain Swain the week of May 7.

Henderson Sets Graduation Activities

the group headed for home.'
YWCA members making this
Interesting trip were the following: Mesdames: Calverta
Ishmael, Willie Pegues, Gertrude Armstrong, W. B.
Woods, Flossie Everson, Lillis
Hall, A. L. Higgins, Ida M.
Qualls, Elizabeth Branch, Joy
Horne, Adeline Smith, M. M.
Dulaney, Arie Fullilove, Bessie Edwards, A. A. Johnson,

T. J. Johnson, Alberta Mason,
Hattie Muse, Rude!' Garth,
Bettie Edwards, Cornelia Taber, Armetha Gaston, Willie
Gates, Bertha Withery, Arphelia Phillips, Edwards McGinnis, Pauline Taylor, D. J. Thomas, Belle Pettigrew, M r S.
Geraldine Smith, Addie G.
Owen and Miss Betty Johnson.

Grambling Streak Snapped By Wiley
GRASIBLING, La. — Wiley college last Thursday became the
first team to beat Grambling college during the current baseball
season, snapping the Tigers winning streak at 16 straight games.
chines, comptometers and many
other office machines.
Many of the students will attend Summer school which begins
Monday. June 18. Others plan to
return at the beginning of the
Fall term, Sept. 11,

However, the Texans victory was
short lived.
Bouncing back the following day.
Grambling blasted Wiley to take
a 12-6 derision. A three-run homer
by Edward Mitchell and defects
in the Wiley's defense featured the
Tigers victory.
In Wiley's 4-3 victory Thursday,
Berry struck out 13 Grambling
batters. He was backed up by
F. Hall, who hit a two-run homer
and a double.

Association Honors
Cage Coach,Star

ENJOY HENRY CLAY FAVORITE
OLD CROWNOWILIGHTER AND MILDER
The greatest name in bourbon—historicfavorite offamous men—
"low in a lighter, milder 90 Proof bottling as a companion to
the world-renowned 100 ProofBottled in Bond!
They were great men,thinking men, loud. They were leaders, and after them

Story In the making:Evelyn Cunningham este out to

track down a lead. She interviews headline personalities. covers society's most glamorous weddings, and
in 1952 rode the Presidential campaign train.

knowing men—those men who early
gave their hearty approval to CoL James
Crow's bourbon. Mark Twain was one.
Daniel Webster another. Henry Clay
still another. The list of America's men
of renown who extolled the virtues of
Old Crow is as long as their praises were

Story In print: Evelyn scans her latest column."Be-

ing a newspaper gal," she says,"I smoke at all hours,
so I'm fussy about a cigarette's taste. Luckies are
the

beet-tasting cigarette I've ever smoked!"

"I'm fussy about a cigarette's taste...and

LUCK1ES TASTE BETTER!"

followed millions more who found in
Old Crow the finest Kentucky veliskey
ever put into glass. You will too, when
you call for the bourbon first distilled by
James Crow over a century ago, available today in a milder 90 Proof as well
as in the traditional 100 Proof Bond.

NOW—TWO
GREAT BOTTLINGSI
90 PROOF
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
Celebrated OldCroae— tighter mulch',and levee
ea roof .1w..1,. ISO Proof Panted aBond

01.0 CROMI
•

BOTTLED IN BOND
DOI .110.

4.1

100 PROOF'

IVILYN CUNNINGHAM is city editor of "The
Courier," author of her own syndicated column,
and an enthusiastic Lucky smoker. "Luckies taste
better," she says.' They're as mild a cigarette as I've
ever smoked, and at the same time I get the full taste
of fine tobacco. For my money, that's a winning combination. I'm a Lucky smoker for good!"

Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
Ts. son (moo. of bonded bourbon. &reelable u

6

"IT'S TOASTED"to taste better!
sirertS!

GEN. WINFIELD SCOTT AND HENRY CLAY ATTEND A DINNER, 1840
M home, or when dining out, as he did with Gen. Scott at Boulanger's famous restaurant in
Mob., D. C., Senator Clay took pleasure in introducing his guests to his facorite bourbon, Old Crow.

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
Cleaner,
Fresher, Smoother!

A. 1G.,
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